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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
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IMÎOD üCTIOK
Turlrjg the euwr'er of 1 0 In the olerr of Feso^’rch 
e?i<S Theeie «writing, which wee teught by Dr# Ames, & dîp- 
oaaeîlo.i of thesis tonics wee held* A review of thn theeea 
thct hfd been written on î'of tena Kducrllo p1 ?roblens was 
considered, end It w$s thougi*;t th#t It would be e worth­
while CO tributlon*
This problem wr® selected witL the Idea In nlnd of 
having so cthing thft would be useful to grf-buet© students 
In the fohool of bduoftion* It will b© an emsy mstter to 
find out whft roller:» have been covered, end g resume of 
whet ©rcii thesis contains* If a more detailed ©ocount Is 
wanted turn that contained in the d'gest, the original may 
be consulted, but considerable time will be snvod by not 
hsvl g to search through the entire collection of theses to 
find the pfrtlculfr on© thrt ©p-'lleo to the subject in 
which the Torder is Interested*
Kvery tliosla written, pertrining to F’ortrna "b̂ ucs- 
tlonal problems by ctudento in the University of t’ontma 
has been reviewed ard sum erltod* In addition the fcllowitg 
schoula were oontiPCtedi University of > as .lngton. University 
of Oregon, Stanford University, University of IdaVio, Tenver 
University, Colorado Btpt© Teachers* College, University of 
Wyoming, University of horth TaVota, Unlvoj alty of Minnesota, 
University of Wisconsin, and Columbia University* A crreful
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
study wr.s also nado of the bibliographies Issued .by the 
United States Bureau of Education for any additional theses 
which may have been written on MontRna problems* Every 
effort has been exerted to discover all ’problems which have 
been written on In the field of educational research tnat 
have any herring on education In Montana*
There w^s very little research In education prior to 
llir. Therefore, this survey does not go beyond that date, 
but all treatises from l'')15 to 1958 have been included, and 
If anything bar been on!tted. It is because It wasn*t found 
I'l the sources cc T i l t e d .
This '-'.orb has be«n divided so thrt th.eser dealing 
vvlth e?cli subject have teen grouped together* The grouping 
is a r follows ; r chi overrent and Intelligence, educational 
survey, finance, journalism, health, county sunerlntendent, 
tes c lin g, student finance and history*
bach thesis has been listed alphabetically according 
to tho author, v1th the year of comnletlon and number of 
psges of manuscrlnt*
Jt'he pirn of the writer has been to mal e this work as 
usable as prsrltlc. There la 5ome very valuable material to 
be fou In tho crhs of the g r adnrte students of the School 
of i’bacrtion. An effort should 'rT rr-ede to make this avail­
able to the ter Chora of Montana. The vork Is now stoi eci on 
the top florr of t!.e library, and is seen only by students
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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engrged In gradusite study* There are theses which hsve not 
been removed from the shelf since they were pieced there, 
except by e janitor to remove the dust* ^ome plan should 
be worked out whereby the most pertinent ones could be pub­
lished in the Montana Education*
The WT iter hopes that the effort expended in working 
out this treetise shrll not have been In vain* It is also 
hoped that the treatise may be valuable to students of the 
future in making it possible to get i? picture of the field 
covered without repding all the theses*
There were two theses from Minresota, two, from 
Stanford, and one from Washington. If there are more than 
these, and they were overlooked, it is regretted, but all 
available sources were carefully checked, and these are all 
that spoerr to have been written*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER TWO 
ACHIEVEME?iT A':xD INTELLIGENCE
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
THE VARIABILITY IN ACHIEVBTAIIIT OP GhAMMER 0? ADE 
PUPILS IN CERTAIN SUBJECTS*
SARAH. V BLACK - 1935. 78 pp.
The problem was to find out how much variability there 
Is in composition, spelling, reading, language, and grammar 
In each Individual pupil, and In each of the two clashes 
tested, as revealed by twenty-six specific tests*
The one hundred sever.teen pupils tested were in the 
seventh rnd eighth grrdea at Dillon* These children, from 
the first thro gh the eighth grade, had been under the super­
vision of teachers with at least, an A. B* degree*
One intelligence test, Kuhlman-Anderson Grade VII to 
VIII, WPS given* Elve tests in composition, four, in spell­
ing, nine, in reading, six, in language, and two, in grammar 
were given, or in all a total of twenty-six tests* The tests 
were all among the well known standard testa for the subjects* 
They were first checked by the ludent teacher end then re­
checked by the writer* No test wps reported * All tests
were for the purpose of testing as many phases of English 
ability as possible*
Sumr̂ ery end conclusion* As a result of this investiga­
tion, it would seem thmt pupils vary to © considerable extent 
in tests that purport to test Identlcnl ability, as for in­
stance, spelling, or knowledge of technical grrmmar, unless
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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they belong to the group whose I, Q# Is much above or below 
average, or unless they have a particular aptitude for a cer­
tain subject# Even then the results of any one test may show 
a variation of more than three full grades with the results 
of another test purporting to test the same ability# The 
variation shown by com^fring the results of the tests purport­
ing to tost identical ability with the pupil whose I# Q# was 
average, was usually from three to four full grades#
In the subject such as composition, reading and lang­
uage usage vfco’e different abilities were tested, it was 
noticeable that those having an I# Q# much below average 
Varied less than they cdd on the tests that were identical; 
those much above the average I, Q, vsried more, and those of 
everrge I# Q# varied about as they did on supposedly identi- 
c p I tests.
As a whole, seventh grsde vrried from standard less 
than the eighth grade# Composition wrs the subject in both 
grrdea where the pupils as a whole varied lowest from rtenderd, 
Reading showed the least variation from stsndfid* Neither 
class WPS at grade according to the medians for the twenty- 
six tests* Of the eighth grade pupils, about one third 
ranked somewhere in the ninth, tenth or eleventh grades; 
about one third were eighth graders; about one third w<̂ re be­
low eighth grade standard according to the median for the 
twenty-six tests ta’ en* Of the seventh grade pupils, about
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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o ne fourth ranked es ninth, tenth or eleventh grcders; about 
one fourth, bs seventh graders, end about one fourth, below 
seventh grade*
A great deal still needs to be done to determine the 
exact cause or causes of the variation in individual achieve­
ment in tests, and just how significant that variation is in 
the teaching processes* An Investigation should be carried 
on for several years to prove the reliability of those tests 
purporting to test Identical abilities or aptitudes with the 
same groups of children as well as those testing different 
abilities.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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SCOOLASTIC AClï'|EVEî4ET."r OF URBAN ANT. RURAL FERSHKFN 
HIGH SCtiOOL PUPILS OB' EQUAL INTELLIGEIxCE 
QUOïXENv  ̂ as MEASURED BY CERTAIN 
TESTS*
W. L. KMMERT - 1938. 48 pp.
Emr.ert Attempted to discover if there wea sny differ­
ence In the rchlevement of rurrl end urb^n freshmen. He de­
fined rural sa the one-room, one-tescher school, and urban 
as any other# An attempt was made to eliminate as many of 
the variable factors as possible by pairing students of the 
same I* Q., G. A., end sex. There were still factors of 
attitude end home ownership, but Emmert felt that, since the 
selection was at random, these factors would counter balance 
one another.
The conclusion wae that, as far as functions tested 
In this study, the rural schools of Fergus, Gallatin and 
Broadwmter Counties are apparently on a par with the urban 
schools* There is no justification In feeling that either 
one group or the other is superior in achievement.
Eimert also felt thf=t, keeping In mind the limitations 
of the study, general conclusions for the strte might be made. 
Pupils with equal Intellectual ability will not vrry greatly 
In achievement regardless of whether they were graduated 
from a one-room school or the larger city school* There may
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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be a sllgbt difference in some fields-, but It is not great 
enough to spy thot any particular group is superior*
These findings were different from Relnoehl*s study 
of Instruction in rural schools of Kontrne medo in 1921, but 
he failed to take into consideration the differences in in­
telligence*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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THE INTELLIGENCE AND AGilEVErÆî'T OF BLAC< FEET INI IANS.
DOUGLAS GOLD - 1934. 75 pp.
This study compered the ability end eohievemerit of the 
Elsckfeel Indians with vhites. Gold had wrnted to do this 
for some tl:<e, lut wss afreid of the effect it might have 
on the relationship existing between the two groups. It was 
flnallydccided thrt, since the three men in charge - namely 
Seilers, Principal of the blackfeet Boarding School, Stone, 
Inspector of Lives todk, and the author - >were leaving, this A 
study should be made virile the records were still avrileble.
The traits and chriacterlsties of early Blackfeet as 
evaluated by tr;ders, trappers, and explorers were* the 
Blackfeet occupied the most cherished lands rnd exiled other 
tribes from them ; they were the most feared and dreaded of 
all Indian tribes, end theywere capable of vide variation 
of mood and manner.
Traits and characteristics of early Blackfeet as ex­
hibited in early Indian schools were taken from a question­
naire sent to successful business men who had lived among 
them over a period of years. The results are summed up as 
follows*
1. One hundred per cent of replies agree that full 
blood Blackfeet Indians ere not as intelligent as 
white people.
2. Ninety per cent of the replies agree that mixed blood 
Blackfeet Indians are not as intelligent as white 
people.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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5* Flnety-sîx oer cent of the replies ef:ree that mixed 
blood Blackfeet Indians are more Intelligent than 
full bloods* 1
Estit ates of Bleckfeet 1 lligence by sixteen teachers 
teaching them was in almost perfect agreement %ith the business 
men*8 estimate*
The results of the intelligence tests were as follows; 
the greater th#=* Indian blood the less intelligence e/lsts; 
girls were brigoiter than boys in a 11 divisions except quarter 
bloods* where very little difference was shown; Bleckfeet 
children did better on problems dealing vith their environ­
ment* In the lover grades they did better ther> wnites of the 
same grade* not of the same age. The upper- grades did not do 
as well.
From achievement tests the following conclusions were 
drfwn; Indiana showed lower achievement then whites in spell­
ing, arithmetic, and rerdlng. They showed achievement 
approximately in negetive correlftlon to the degree of Indian 
blood in spelling, arithmetic and reading* The% showed favor­
ably in comparison with white children In penmanship.
Experience has shown that Bl>^ckfeet Indians become easy 
prey to white people who are attracted by their property; 
that the Federal Government feels the need of providing 
constant protection for them; and that they have not 
learned the elemental lesson of provision for the future* 2
1Douglas Gold, The Intelligence and Achievement of 
Blackfeet Itadlrns (M pst.rr* s thesis’, 1»5 ^ p'*‘ ^9.
2
^^i^*, p* 74*
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THE INTELLIGENCE OE’ INDIANS IN T::E SCHOOLS OF MONTANA.
RUTH MC FARLANE - 1926. 57 pp.
The problem considered In tHls thesis deslt with the 
Intelligence of Indiana in the Federal, State and Mission 
schools in Montana* The intelligence of Indian children was 
compared with that of white children. In solving the prob­
lem, several questions were asked, the answers to be tâ -en 
from intelligence testa given in schools on the réservations 
enrolling Indian children. A questionnaire was also used 
wnich was answered in p̂ srt by the children, and in part by 
the teachers*
The conclusions drawn compared favorably with a study 
made in 1926 by Thomas F. Garth on the Intelligence of full 
blood Indians, as reported in the Journal of Applied 
Psycholo^, December 1, 1926* I. Q*s, werr- lower for Indians 
than whites. Full bloods showed lower intelligence than 
mixed bloods. No noticeable difference in intelligence of 
sexes was found* They did better with tests dealing with 
nature and primitive life. Fifty per cent of Indian children 
were retarded academically* Elimination was greater for 
Indian children thm for vhi tes between the grades of four 
and eight* Indians at white schools ranked higher in intel­
ligence than those in the Indian schools* Seventy nine per 
cent in the upper grades and high school planned to continue 
their education* Housework and farming were the most frequent
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occupational cJaolces of Indians* KathemPtlcs, history, rnd 
Boclml science were the subjects best liked by Indians»
Many Indiana were more advanced in their school grsde than 
intelligence would warrant* The various tribes showed marked 
differences in median intelligence ouotlents*
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THE IHTELLIGOICE AKT ACAimhMh.lT OF VlHlTE 
AND SALISH INDIAN CHILI FEbj.
BESrjE YOUNG MAI.BLE - 1927* 62 pp.
The study of this problem hsa been undertfiken for the 
purpose of discovering the differences, if any, ex­
isting in the intelligence and achievement of the 
Salish Indians as compared with the white people 
with whom they are esr.ocleted, ^
Tests and measurements were used to establish fscts.
Many letters were used which form a considerable part of the
ii.formation. The complete social, historical, end economic
background of the Salish tribe wps reviewed. This brck-
ground accounts for certain chrrccterlsties which the Salish
now have #
The techniques used were history, librrry, interview, 
measurement, letters, case study and the questionnaire.
From this study the following conclusions were drawn;
1. The Salish Indians were classed by early exolorers 
and leaders as the 'best Indians in the mountains*.
2. The Salish Indiana were the best farmers found by 
the early white men.
3. The Salish Indians appealed to be one of the most 
oeaceeble and contented tribes.
4. The Salish were the most eager for the white man's 
religious culture.
I
Bessie Young Marble, The Intelligence end Achieve- 
ment of White and Salish Indian Children ^Master's Thesis, 
1937), p. 1.
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5. People who knew these Indians very well classed them 
as of less Intelligence then the whites, with their 
intelligence rather definitely correlated negatively
,to their degree of Indian blood.
6. The estimates of business and professional people of 
the intelligence of the brightest Î dims rank them 
as of the average white man’s intelligence. The 
average Indian was rated by those orofessional and 
business people as 60 to 90 on the basis of 100 for 
the average white. The full bloods, who were rated 
a little lower then the average Indian, were placed 
between 75 and 90.
7. Intelligence tests bear out the theory thrt Indian 
children are not as intelligent as vfhlte children, 
and that their intelligence is correlrtcd to a 
marked degree negatively to their degree of Indian 
blood, their median being: one half, 89, three 
eighths, 87, two eighths,91, one eighth, 97, a com­
posite score of all Indians, 916, and whites, 100#
8. Grade for grade, the Salish Indian children arc but 
little below the white children in their school work, 
with the degree of Indian blood again showing 
definitely a negative correlation.
9. Grade foi' age, the Indian pupils are one year, end in 
some grades more, older than the white children.
10. The seemingly close correlation between the white and 
Indian children does not exist for the reason that 
white children are competing with Indian children © 
year more mature then themselves,' #
11. The average Salish Indian is not © disciplinary prob­
lem in the schools.
12. The fact that very few full blood children aie found on 
the Flathead Reservation leads one to conclude that the 
tribe is being rapidly assirrilated by the white 
population. ^
2
Bessie Young Marble, The Intelligence and Achleve- 
ment of %hlte end SRllsh Ind 1 an Cnlldren ( hip'ater * s Thesis! 
1957), p. 56.
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XIîTEL: lOrfCE OF CHILI 1 IK VA THI CATHOLIC 
HIGH SCB0CL5- CF MOHTAOA.
MAKY V. 0*1 FA -  192P. 01 ,,r>«
O'T'Oft divided thJ.fi report Into tvo pf-rts. The Tirât 
part dealt with the Intelllgenoe of rtudente în the Cot hollo 
Hî(̂ h Schools of *.!ontFne, and the second y art deflt with the 
Intelllr.enc« of etndents in thn CrtholJo Fletnentrry TchoolB 
of hontnnp #
The ffisterlol waa a eon red by givlnf; the Otis Self 
Adîr.înlstoring Test of &te ;tml Ability, Form A, to the students 
In the Catholic achools of Kent" ne* 0*rea aunervlsed the 
giving and correcting of these testa, a^d wea v^ry crreful 
to gee that the directions for giving end scoring were fol­
lowed to the letter, thus eliminating as much cs poanlble, 
any error In results th* t rmlgkt occur frost faulty mdmlnls- 
trrtlon of the tests.
ThJ 8 study wns cr-rrled on in a manner very similar t< 
o e made by hook, director of the psycholog.tcal labor* tory 
of In/* ana ftrte University,^ and one made by Colvin end 
KoPhfill of the school of oduortlon of Brown tJnivrreity ft
1
ÏJ# F, took, the In te l 13 ren ce of F 3 r.h f ctiC'Cl r enl ore . 
(The MacMillan Co*, Few York,"' 192U)«
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the request of the governor of Masyachusetts, relative to the 
possibilities of higher public education In that state#
The main purpose of the investigation wee to determine 
as nearly as possible, the general level of Intelligence of 
the pupils In the Catholic schools cf the State of Montrna#
In addition, the author attemoted to answer as accurately as 
possible, the following questions which rpnly strictly to 
Catholic High School atucentsî
1, Are students suitable college material?
2, Number of st.dents who wish to continue education,
3, Type of schools students plan to attend#
4# to students differ among themselves In Intelligence?
5# Whpt effect has age on Intelligence?
6. Correlations between Intelligence scores and teacher 
ratings.
7# Keletlon between courses and subjects ll’’̂ed best end 
least, end median Intelligence scores#
P. Variation between children whose parents pursue differ­
ent occupations#
9* Variation according to economic status#
10. The influence of nationality#
11# Size of frmlly rny index#
12# Connection between absence and tardiness end mental 
ability.
From her study, 0*Pea caiiie to the following conclusions.
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which have been briefed for this reports
The general level of Intelligence of students en­
rolled in the Catholic sclfiools of Montana is lower than the 
level of intelligence of the students in the public schools 
of the east* Over seventy per cent planned to enter higher
Institutions, end of this groun only twex ty-nlne per cent
was assured of success, twenty-five per cent will succeed if 
they work hal'd, twenty-seven ^er cent cannot meet the re­
quirements of the ordinary student; end nineteen per cent
should not even be allowed to enter college* It was also
shown that the ones planning to enter college were better 
equipped mentally than those ho did not intend to go to 
school* The greatest number planned to enter a liberal arts 
college* Most of the girls were going to î’ortrel School*
The group planning to attend a technical school had a higher 
median intelligence than any other group* About three 
fourths had decided upon their life occupation*' Sixty-seven 
per cent planned to enter the professions* These were in­
tellectually superior to those who planned to follow other 
careers.
The general tendency of the group was to indicate an
Other Investigations since show that vocrtionpl 
choices of junior and senior high school students have 
little reliability.
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Increpae of Intelligence with the increase in the fether'e 
income#
Children whose parents were born In the United Stftes 
were intelleotuslly superior to the children of parents, one 
or both of whom, are foreign born.
The author found practically the same condition exist­
ing in the gramn-.ar grades as existed in the high school#
From this study, 0*Dec concluded that the Montana 
Catholic schools should enrich their curriculum, and that 
vocational guidance was absolutely necessary#
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THE IN TE LL iG K î’Cïs OF MONTANA HIGH SCHOOL JU i^ IO lS ,
EVELYN G. KIMEL - 1955. 155 pp.
In txila stuciy, nine hu fired end thirty-seven ju .iors 
enrolled in thirty high schools were used* The original 
drtp were secured In 1925* laughters f-ijfi Ancs, with the 
co-Oi:errtlon of thirty high, schools, gave Intelligence tests 
to tho j n.iors enrolled. The tests wore scored, and from 
these lesults this thesis wes written* An attempt wes made 
to follow these itudents to cetermino the value of hlgli 
school intentions*
Ko recommend ations were made* The study wss made only 
to discover facts concerning the’ intelligence of Wontsns 
juniors In relation to mental, social, end economic factors* 
there findings varied from what others had found, an attempt 
WPS made to explain the variation*
From this study the followin * conclusions were derived; 
Tlie boys had a higher median I, , tnan the girls*
The youngest student ĥ fi the highest intelligence score* 
yefiicn I* Q* decreased with Increase In age.
The genarrl course wra most frequently offered in the schools 
studied* The students pursuing the classical course had the 
highest median I* Q.
Foys lihecl science and mathematics, while girls lived E.igllsh 
and commercial best*
Students not planning to graduate from high school had an I, Q<
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six points belo% the stcte median* Half had no definite plans 
and none were from professional hordes*
Chances for graduation were greater In the small schools*
One half of the students planned on going to work upon com­
pletion of their high school couise* One thlid did not 
know what the^ would do*
Severity per cent of the students planned to go on to scaool, 
but about one third of them planned on going to work first* 
One third of the students planned to attend a University*
On© fifth planned to enter the University of Montana*
Three fourths had decided on an ultimate 11 te occupation.
The students selecting an occupation had cn I. Q* above the
i'kaveiFge, ena those not, were below*
More then one half had been bom in Montana* The students 
born in Moritanr had an I* Q* above the state average* More 
mothers of students were born In Montana than fathers*
One third of the fathers werf engaged In agriculture 1 pursuits* 
The median I, Q* of children raised on the farm was the same 
as the state median*
About ninety-five per cent of the juniors completed the high 
school course# Those who completed had a higher raedlan I*
Q* than those students who had planned to graduate from 
high school.
Subsequent studies, slü well as this st idy, showed the 
great unreliability of this* See last conclusion after eight 
years had elapsed*
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One half of the students attended school beyond high school, 
end one tenth were graduated# One per cent did grrd iste 
work#
One seventh entered the occu;;fition they ejcpreesec Intentions 
of e terlng#
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EDUCATIONAL SURVEYS
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A MENTAL, iD U C A ÏIO i AL, AMI SOCIAL SÜLVEY OF TiiK 
SCHOOL CHILLî.LN nF # IiFA TLA . D CDU: T Y , MOnTAKA.
HOftAhD A. OKAY - 1928. 113 pp.
This survey wes divided into three parts, mentel, educa­
tional, end social.
The mental part dealt with comparisons of the mental 
status in relation to educetlonal achievement. It also 
showed the pupils* plans for additional schooling, choice of 
studies, vocations end avocations, birthplaces of themselves 
and parents, their fathers* occupation and income, their 
mothers' pre-marriage occupation, home conditions, both 
economic and social, size of families, sexes, their teachers* 
estimate of their native ability, scholarship, deportment and 
application, the number of schools attended, grades repeated, 
and other factors affecting their lives.
The educational part was devoted to a discussion of the 
educational facilities of the county,
A study was made of the social significance of the 
choice of studies, .Ians for higtier education, the social 
status of the parents, the tendercy of parents to rent and 
own homes in proportion to their incomes.
In comparing the I, Q*s, of different types of parent­
age, the result was found to agree with siniler comparisons 
made previously. There was not enough différer ce to be 
significant.
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In th© Income groups, those whose pcrents received the 
largest incomes were the ones with the highest I. '“•s. Chil­
dren of professionrl people topped the liet, with laborers 
at the bottom. The fectors entering into this ere physical, 
economic, environmental, and educational.
The mentnl status end educptional achievements of chil­
dren coming from owned end rented homes wes found to be 
slightly in favor of tiie former. This is explained that by 
being more economically independent, the majority possessed 
superior traits which allowed them to acquire property and 
positions less attainable by the less economically dependent 
parents.
Thirteen pe? cent of the students studied had no 
musical instruiront in their homes. With the exception of 
these, a variety of instruments was available for the chil­
dren* s instruction.
The religious preference was Protestant, first, 
Catnolic, second, and Jewish, third. Sixty eight per cent 
were Protestant, sixteen per cent Catliolic, four per cent 
Jewish, end thirteen per cent expressed no religious pref­
erence.
The children attending the different churches if 
properly Instructed, have it in their power to, as 
citizens of tomorrow, practice religious toleration 
of those having different beliefs, and in so doing, 
promote the interests of society as a waole. This 
question should be given careful consideration by 
the church in its teachings of young people as it
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Is only ti:irou£h proper religious educetIon that the 
elements cherged with creating rnlmoslty between 
different creeds cen be abolished for a sounder 
spiritual appreciation and understf»ndlng b;y all# ̂
1
Howard A# Gray, jft Mental. Educational, and gpclml 
Survey of the School Chi Id ren of 'Aheatlenc County. Montane. 
(Master^ Thesis, 1923) , p. Ill,
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f TESTING SUEVET IM THIED CLAS^ DISTI ICTS,
GALLATIN COOTJTT, MONTANA,
LKOKA M. HAPKER - 1928, 77 pp.
This study mas crrried on in the tMrd class districts 
of Gallatin County^ Montana, for the purpose of finding the 
intelligence status tnd achievement stptus in rending end 
arithmetic of the pupils in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and 
eighth grades.
The testing wes in the one-room schools, and in five 
village schools of two or more rooms. In all, a total of 
five hundred end thirty children were tested.
The tests used were Detroit Alpha Intelligence Test, 
Form M, Monroe’s Standardized General Survey Arithmetic 
Scales.
Hepner worked out tables and f1gures for the correla­
tion of each achievement test by grades, with the intelli­
gence test. There is a comparison of the nation wide 
medians and the Gallatin County medians* There is also a 
summary sheet of intelligence and echievemert in reading 
and arithmetic for each of the four grades.
It was found that the per cent of bright pupils in 
the fifth and seventh grades exceeded the nation wide survey 
percentage in these groups. In the sixth and eighth grades 
this condition was reversed, end the per cent of bright 
pupils in the nation wide survey exceeded the Gallatin County
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students* Taking the entire group tested, the pcrcentrgea 
of bright Fïid dull pupils were very nep^ly the eeme as 
found in the nation wide survey*
It was suggested that e testing program should be 
begun early in the school year 1928-29 which should Include 
a re-testing in order to check the results already obtained* 
Diagnostic tests should be given in the subjects of 
reading and arithmetic in order to discover each pupil’s 
difficulties*
dupils who a re mentally over-age for their grades 
should be allowed and encouraged to advance as re idly as 
possible from grade to grade until they reec>i a grade of 
work better suited to their mental needs*
Pupils who are chronologically rmch over-age for 
their graces should be given such help as vdll enable them 
to advance.
This thesis greatly stressed both mental over-age 
and chronological over-age, and Hapner gave what she thought 
should be done to aid in these situations.
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A COMPARATIVE GJRVkY OF MOFTAKA HIGH SCHOOLS.
H. H. BAULKS - 1921. S5 pp.
The following report represents an Investigation of the 
secondary schools of Montana. fin atteinpt has been made 
to gather data which would be useful to the school men 
of the state, u
The history extends over a period of approximately 
fifty years. Butte was the first city to have a regular four 
year high school. One student wrs graduated in 1886. Dillon 
graduated a class In 1888* Xn five years four more schools 
had graduating classes. Since that time more schools have 
been added to the list every year. There were two hundred 
and three In 1920#
From 1910 to 1916 witnessed the most rapid growth in 
the number of hlgjh school students, and the five year period 
from 1916 to 1920 witnessed the greatest increase In the 
number of high schools.
The strenuous efforts made by the communities to pro­
vide ample means for securing a secondary school education 
la Impressive. It seems every community was determined to 
have the best school In the state.
The 8mlth-Hughes and the Smith-Lever Acts gave Im­
petus to the high school. Formal training departments had 
a steady Increrae. In 1919 there were nlnetern scliools with
1
Sauers, H. H., ^ Comp are tJ ve Survey of Montana 
High Schools. (Master's Thesis, 1921), p. S5.
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th«8« <3«prrtr5©nte*
The Vf-lue of ©11 high school property In 1921 #ps
tl2# f48,000# Tho bonded Indebtednesp wn» s^4,4fO,9CO, end
the ©mount rPÎeod for o;errtIon erne #l»ri6*?4r# The evmrrre
per or pi ta cost for all students wes Î9fi. The hi /;he@t w<̂ s
?6C0, end the lowest $74*
The enrollment in the two hundred end three hl^h
so ools WPS 14,6fi4* There were 9P2 teachers employed#
There were I29,227 volumes In th© libraries*
The number of courses offered vrrled from five to
©l<»ven* From this t̂ tudy* there seemed to be no correlate on
between the per caplte coat end tho number of courses offered*
There were no exrct criterls for the holding power*
This vf?rled grcrtly In the d1 fferent s>ohool®*
The per capita cost wPs too large* A community should
educate Its students for flFC per year*
County high sckiools drew students fron « wider area*
and tended to serve the entire county*
The cost of equipment varied greatly end there wes no
rhyme nor reason for the Vfrl< tlon*
TJio teaching load In the large school wea four end
two fifths» In tho county high scticols four pnd four firt »,
and in the smaller schools five r n d  flv© sixths classes per 
dry*
The recitation period wrr forty-five minutes In the
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large sciioois, forty-seven and one half minutes in the county 
tilgh schools, and forty minutes In the small schools.
The average number of students In the large schools was 
seventeen, in the small schools ten, and in the county high 
schools It was sixteen»
Judging from the libraries of our standard schools. It 
appeared that three English references to two history would 
form the logical ratio.
The high schools were vastly different and there was 
a need for standardization.
The schools should be classified, and the smaller 
school not attempt diversification equal to the larger.
There was too much variation In cost. There should 
be some set of standards for equipment»
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AN EDUCATIONAL SÜEVEY OF THE EXEMLKT/hY SC1..OOLS 
OF SCHOOL DIFThlCT KO. 16, HILL COUivTY,
HAVFE, MONT/iKA,
WILLIAM J. SB I BLEY - 1957. 95 pp.
This wrs e detailed study of buildings and contents 
to determine what should be clone to Irnnrove the physicrl 
plant; to find out how the staff wna doing the job of ed­
ucating the boys and girls of the community, erd to ex­
amine the finances of the district. Information was secured 
from actual observation, legal documents, superintendents* 
annual reports, records of the county trersurer, minutes 
of the board, and school records. The progress of the 
school was ascertained and measured through standard tests.
The survey deals with the elementary schools of Havre.
It includes only facts rnd Information found in work 
of grades one to eight. 1
Some progressive practices have been adopted by the 
Havre board, such as the hiring of a full time clerk res­
ponsible to the superintendent, the elimination of standing 
committees, end the paying of teachers on a twelve months 
basis.
William J. Shirley, educational Survey of the 
Elementf ry Schools of School 11 strict i o. 16, Hill Cou ty, 
Havre, Montane, CMaster* a thesis, 1957^7 p. 2.
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A number of reconimendrtiens were made tlUit might apply 
to any school system. They ere : suitable business offices,
cash reserve, greater effort to Integrate art work with other 
subjects, better gymna slum fecllitles, dental service, Montoux 
tests, assistance to ha ndloappfed children, and carrying the 
responsibility for the health activity by the teachers.
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AN EDUCATIONAL SULVKY OF TEE SCHOOL CIIILTKEK 
OF JULITH BASIN COUK'iT, MONTANA,
EARL F, SYRES - 19S2. 1G4 pu.
The purpose of this survey mac© In the Judith Basin 
County schools wps five fold, namely*
Compare generfl ©ducationrl facilities of the county 
with other counties,
Determine the Intelligence rating of cliildren in 
grades four to eight.
Determine achievement ratings of the same children. 
Correlate chronological ego scores with mental age 
scores and subject scores.
Determine the correlation of each child’s arithmetic 
scores between the Stanford test end the ’Aoody-McCall, 
The results of tho tests used to test slaiilar abilities 
showed 8 very high correlation, for example* The correlation 
of ,8G2j|̂ «007 between the Stanford reading tests and the 
Haggerty reading test is very high, A sl.nilor correlation 
WES found in all teats used.
The^results of the tests in various subjects showed 
little correlation. They varied all the way from ,4Z between 
reading and nrlthmetic to ,65 between reading and nature study, 
These failed to show any very definite relation between the 
various subjects.
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Tlie highest correletlons were shown between the 
Verlous subjects end educetlonml ago pnd Intelligence#
Sykes conclusions were:
The small rurr1 school should be closed#
There should be rn eequalization fund to be used for 
trrneportrtion#
The requirement for professional training should be 
made retroactive# Times and metnods change, and we 
trust they irprove# Teachers should keep up or quit# 
Expenditures for a testing program are justified only 
where the results are used to increrae efficiency# 
There should be a retesting of the Intelligence to 
verify the first result#
Great variations were found In the intelligence of 
children grouped together# Seventy two per cent of the stu­
dents were chronologically at age for their grade; eleven 
per cent were retarded, rno. sixteen per cent advanced# 
Mentally, only forty seven per cent were at age for their 
grade#
The wide group difference is Insignificant when com­
pared with the -ide Individ rl dlfforrnce which is found in 
the various grades#
As a result of the Judith brsln County Kdacetlonal 
survey, sufficient data were furnished the County 
Superintendent of Schools end each and every teacher 
In the county, so that he or ahe could work out 
answers to a. y of the . r r/r.lejLs listed above# And
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the writer is pleased to sey thrt the majority of the 
teachers in the county took edvcntrge of the situation 
and m«=de the maximum use of all the data furnished 
them by tne survey.^
1
Cylces, Enrl F, fxi Educational Survey of the School 
Children of Judi th Basin County, f/fontana . (Master ̂ s Thesis, 
19o2j,“p.“T7!n
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ElUCAÏlO:iAL suivit Oh' TEK H/VI-B: ÜJGÜ SOIrni. 
ÎIL::î:Y L. 2/.ES - 1937. rp,
In concï ctln£ï tiiîa purvey et the Havane School,
which 1» of « cenerrl mid comprehensive nature, the 
author has attempted to give a true *=nd foctual pic­
ture of existing condition» in order that conclusion» 
may bo drawn froa: the drtr presented end thet ro- 
oomTonda'lone may be made wherever foeslblo.*
A Complete history of the Havre schools wr-a given from 
the very beginning up to 1937. The first school held war In 
1892# It wao held upf*Rlrs over a restaurant. The develop* 
ment of the school eyetern war traced step by step.
The economic history of the town was given to show the 
effect that it played In school development.
The high school currioultim was traced from t o time of 
the orgrnlKatSon of the school to the present. Corrtparîson» 
were made with ti»e curriculum In seven other schools that 
were oimllar In size. From this It Wf p found that Hrvre 
ran ed very favorrbly with these scliools.
Tests were given to < etei*mlno the echî evomrnt of stu­
dents. and comparieons mad© with tb.e national norma. Th© 
Sones*Hrrry test was used. The TTavre students com'>pred 
favcrrbly with the Bt®.T*drrds on all parts of the teats.
Hie teaoolng personnel of Havre ran'cd well In com* 
parison with natloncl medians. Fxperleu.ce. age. ed cation 
and. salary showed up very frvorrbly. berhap© ealf^ry was some-
rZahn. Henry L. Fduortlonal Survey of the Hrvre 
High School. (Master's thesis). r.i7
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«rhr-t out of line it con«iderrt>ly lowf̂ r ther, moir-e *5f
the «yetoîT.a in the el«>to of eque.1 else*
The health mnû ;?hy®lcftl eduomtion r-rof.re-» îr the Hmvre 
eohoDl we a excellent* It v/<na f eiei) in the proper
direction pnd rhtoulf’ be expf.^aW. Zehn the following
recosRv-en̂ F tions for Inprovirg tbe eycterri
Tne oxtre-currîc%ïl»r prog,rrm br? reor'ĵ niE<̂ <̂  to
eoî'ftrcl i'ieri’ci prtîon end ®j r<ervî eion#
There m her* Id be r better g';? f C mn.ce b mrrrrr» rrd 'be 
rustic depf rtrniï'nt e W  ild bo glvt-n «’.ore rsr.>'*-d s l  support* 
Lltr*ry opuî^rr-ort s'lo'Id b̂* Snprovnd* I< Tcftir^ , ro^riPcî 
ehouîd be Introduced* îesults of t ,o tost® ehcuîd be ueed 
In doflln^: with I: dîvitbîel difff^rorcee* An fdoquete fôôl*̂ ry 
ôûhed'ile lîhouid be fV'Optnd* Tî.-.nro fb.c .Id ■ ^oro fnd b':»Ct;#r 
0u,'orv1 ni on* boro rovonu^ she ) Id to , rcvided* T r w  r-T'-otîc® 
cf T O  tl 'C « biildlr.g to ‘'orthern r'o t« rte Coll' rbo'Id bo 
dififco:.tSnu«d • hep tin;; f nd v«ntîl*vtî.-c ehoiild bn Î : ovmd.
/ fli© vfult «hou.d be l>-nt?'lled•
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A SURVEY OF ÏUE 0LG/KI7ATI0N, APMlNlvSTRATIOK, Af 15 SU-^PORT 
OF THE PUAvLIC SCHOOf.S OF CUSTER COU àlONTANA,
VJllli rPOPOSED FEOEQ/KIZATIOK ON T;iE COUNTY
UKÎT PLAN,
RAY 0. BJOKK « 1956, 168 pp.
This stuây Is a survey of the school districts of 
Custer County, Moritriip, vlth a view to evolving a 
plan for reorganizing those schools into a larger 
administrative unit, comparable to tne county 
system of public education. ^
Leaders in education wore of the opinion that the 
smnll school district was no longer adapted to meeting 
present and future needs.
A very economical and effectual method of organiza­
tion was to use the county as a unit. If all the schools 
of the county were united into one system, the needs of the 
entire area would be cared for under a single organization.
The problem was to mâ  e a detailed study of Custer 
County schools and point out the inequalities existing under 
the present organization# An attempt to measure educational 
conditions from 1921 to 19Z5 was made, which period was 
long enough to indicate trends,
Custer County remained unchanged since 1919. It was
 1----------
BJork, Ray 0., A Survey of the OrganJ zatlon. Admlnls- 
tration. and Support of Fhe Puolic Schools of Custer County. 
Montana# with Proposed Reorganlzation on the County Unit Plan, 
(Master* s Thesis), 1956, p. 1.
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a part of Big Horn County from 1P64 to 1877, when the 
territorial legislature changed the name from Big Horn to 
Custer# When Montana became a state, Custer was one of the 
original cou? ties# It comprised about one fifth the area of 
the state# The total land area was %,741 squrre miles, or 
2,2-94,240 acres# Frrming, stock raising, and dairying were 
the chief occupations in the county# The Chicago, Milwaukee 
and St# Paul, and Pacific Kailway shops were located In 
Miles City#
Data for this study were obtained for the most part 
from records in the putlie offices of Custer County#
Facts and figures in the biennial reports were obtained from 
the State Department of Puolic Inatmetion at Helene, Montano# 
Other sources were the Federal Census Bureau, and the Library 
of the Miles City Daily Star#
Tliere were 4,918 people gainfully employed in the county* 
They were engaged in all thirty-two indu?trial groups as 
classified by the federal census# Twenty-nine and two tenths 
per cent were engaged in agriculture, and 14.9 per cent were 
employed by the railraods#
In ouster County there were one second class, one third 
class, and thirty-three rural districts, of which seven were 
Joint districts with the surrounding counties*
The average school census during the period studied was 
3126#6# Seventy-one and three tenths per cent were urban, and
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26*7 per cent rural* The average enrollment In the elementary 
echoola was 18^2.5, in the high schools 632.6.
Three fourths of ell the pupils who finished the eighth 
grade in Custer County were frora the M3 le s City elementary 
schools. Five and eight tenths per cent were from Ismay* end 
12.1 per cent were from the rural schools.
Of the 1492 students grsdurting from Custer County Elgh School 
during the fifteen year period, 46.3 per cent were boys, and 
63.7 per cent were girls.
Of the teachers employed in Custer Cou ty High School 
1̂ 2.1 per cent were men, and 67.9 per cent were women. At 
Isffisy 42.6 pe- cent were men rnd 67.2 per cent were women*
The elementary schools r t Miles City employed only 4.9 per 
cent men rnd 95.1 per cent women. At Ismay 9.5 per cent 
were men and 90.5 per cent were women; for the rurrl schools 
4 per cent were men end 96 per cent were women.
All tef chers w ere members of the ' ortma hducrtlon 
Associrtion.
From the standpoint of length of term the majority of 
the school children of Custer County fa:ed about equally.
There existed some Inequality among the rural schools.
The pupil-teacher ratio for Files City .*uid Ismry grade 
soiiools was 30.4 pupils and 24.2 pupils per teacher. For the 
rural schools It was 10.2 pupils per teacher. In the high 
school the ratio was 3?.6 pupils In Julies City, and 22
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pupils In Isiîipy per tercher.
The flnrncing and the financial conditions of the 
schools In Custer County were very si ml1er to the rest of 
the Stste*
The plan for reor^:/nlzing the district system was 
the county unit plan. Miles City was to be separrte and 
Independent of the rest of the county.
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ThE HIJÎ AL SCHrOLS OF C/SC/DE COWTY, lIO'T/l'/.
AKMIW G . J Æ E  -  1 9 5 7 .  1 2 J p p .
The purpose of this rtudy Is ,to mf'-e a survey of the 
small ul£h schools rnd rurri or third cIfsp school 
districts cf Cescr.d© County, Kontrna. It is a suivey 
of income, expenditures and an analysis of factors 
which may affect school costs of the F7 rural'schools 
and the six small high schools operrtlng within the 
county. ^
Cascrde County wrs erected September 12, 1297. Most 
of the present county was orgrni^ed from Choteau Cou? ty, 
which WPS one of the nine counties erected by the Territorial 
Legislature in 1662. A small part had been annexed from 
Lewis and Clark and Keagher Cou.ties. In 1607 the bound­
aries for thirte'^n school districts wore definitely deter­
mined •
The sources of the drt? wore the rncu*l reoorts of the 
school officials, and the records located in the office of 
the County /'udltor, Treraurer, Surveyor, and Su p er 1 r, t end en t 
of Schools of Cascade County. The biennial reports of the 
State Su erirtendent of Public Instr.action • t Helena, Montana 
were also used. Other sources wore the Fifteenth Federal 
census. Public Library of Gre»t Fells, Montana, Library of 
the Great Falls Tribune, and reports obtained from the State
1Jehr, Annin 0., The jural Schools of Caac^de County, 
Montana, (Master» s thesis, lùWTT P* 1.
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Highway Commission located at Crept Falls, Montana,
The land area of Cascrde County wrs 2,708 squrre 
miles, which Is twice the size of Rhode lelrrd. It Is 
drelned by the Missouri and £mn rivers.
The principal Industries were rgrlculture and m:^nlng. 
Cascade County had never been known to have a loss of 
population, Tne population was 41,146, The per cap5ta popu­
lation for Cascade County was 15,2 persons per squrre mile. 
Eighty-two and nine tenths per cent of the population were 
native whites, 15 per cent, foreign born whites, ,5 per cent, 
negroes, .2 per cent, I'exlaan, ,4 per cent, Incirns, vrd *1 per 
cent, Japanese end Chinese,
Cascrde County we a divided into sixty four school dis­
tricts. rue to the topography of the county, the districts 
were very Irregular* There was a need for smoothing out the 
' lines of many districts.
The size of the rural districts vrrled from eight 
square miles to 185,5 square miles of land ares. The dis­
tricts maintolnlng small high schools vrrled from 54.5 to 590 
square miles. The median rurrl district was 2 1 . square 
miles.
The taxable valuation dropped very rrpldly, luring 
the five year periods 1922-2C, 1927-51, 1952-56 the median 
WPS *66,450, *58,950, and *42,B'"0 re^ectlvely. With this 
sudden decline end a demand for lower taxes, ^any schools
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encounter difficulty. Through consolidation this could be
largely corrected.
Of the total number of teachers terching in the rural and 
Email high schools during the pp at fifteen years, P0.6 
per cent end 24.4 per cent of the college and norn.rl 
school graduâtes were teachlng in districts supporting 
8Mr 11 high schools, while 18.7 wort found to be teach­
ing in the rural schools. beginning September 1, 1956 
moat of the third cl'rss districts or about 6E per cent, 
hired nor> al college graduates. ^
Ninety-five and four tenths per cent of the teachers 
employed in the rural schools were women and 4.6 per cent 
were men. Wen were Increrslng of late.
Jahr set up a plan in detail for reorganizing the
schools of Cascade County. It was a community district
orgrnization planned upon natural boundaries and around
community centers.
The extreme decentralization of administration indicates 
that there has been little done in working out the 
educetioT^al system of Cascade County, Inasmuch as 
this decentralization results In duplication, waste, 
and general unwieldiness, it would seem that a 
simplification of the present organization would be 
advisable. ^
1
Armin G. Jahr, The Rural Schools of Casc^^de County, 
Montana, (Master*s thesis, 1957), p. 46.
2Ibid., p. 107.
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GENERAL HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY OF SHEEILAK COUNTY* MOET/-WA.
HERMAN A. GRÜHN - 1959, 55 pp.
This survey Included the economic and socirl back­
ground , the teaching personnel, the rchlevement of school 
children, the buildings end equipment, end the transportation 
and location of students In the eight four year high schools 
of Sheridan County,
The trend of high school enrollment increased while 
the population decreased. There was no reason given for this 
situation. The curricula of the various schools were enlarged 
to meet the needs of this increase. There was no definite 
information given in regard, to the nature of this enlarge­
ment, merely the statement that they were enlarged.
It was Interesting to note thpt five of the adminis­
trators were from Minnesota, end that the preponderance of 
the teachers were also from the stpte of Minnesota. It wps 
found that the salary of the administrators and teachers 
alike wrs below the average salary of the state. It was also 
found that the teachers rated by the superintendents as 
superior were the ones having the greater number of years of 
experience.
The students were found to possess average intelligence, 
and their achievement wns satisfactory except in grrmmar and 
history, in which the county wide median fell far below the
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nation wide median of achievement In these subjects*
There were some buildings which did not meet the stan­
dards for school buildings# In fact there was no building 
meeting all of them# Science departments were found quite 
deficient In furniture and equipment.
It was recommended that courses in Industrial art 
end home making be added, end that several of the high 
schools In the county be combined#
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UNIT COSTS OF IKSTFÜCTION IK MOKTâî»A HIGH SCHOOLS.
HOMER ANDERSON - 1951. 64 pp.
The major problem was to determine the cost per thous­
and student hours of Instructs on, zone of safety and middle 
score.
The studies Bobbitt, Whitney, Moehlmen, Evans, and 
Wilcox, dealing with school costs, have been reviewed. The 
basis of Wilcox* study was a copy of the daily program blank 
filled out by practically ell the teachers in South Dakota 
high schools that reported to the survey staff. Anderson 
states that the technique used by Wilcox was followed very 
closely but the tabulation was quite different.
There were several minor problems that were closely 
related to the major problem. These problems ere class size 
and its effect on unit costs, teachers' salaries and their 
influence on unit costs, and other factors affecting unit 
costs. A discussion of each problem was given to show Its 
effect on the cost of instruction.
The data were gathered from High School Report A and 
Report B* These reports were submitted by the high school 
principals to the State Department of Public Instruction each 
year# Each high sciiool report which was submitted in the 
school year 1929-50 was considered, regardless of the size of 
the high school or the number of years of instruction covered.
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All autiJeXîts were considered except commercial subjects, end 
Agricultural subjects provided for tbrough the Smlth-Hugliea 
Act,
Summery of findlnr.s<
1, The "Zone of Safety” or the Inter-quartlie range 
lowest extreme Is found In the schools of five 
hundred and up. The highest extreme Is In the 
schools of fifty to ninety-nine,
2* As the number of pupils In a class group approaches 
a minimum of one, the student hour cost rises at a 
rapid rate,
5, Keeping other modifying factors constant, teacher 
salary operates directly In the calculation,
4, Class size, teaching load, end yearly time allot­
ment are indirect factors In the calculation,
5, Class size Is the most Important determinant In 
student hour cost,
6 , The rising costs of education are likely to cause 
one to accept the situation as revealed by the data, 
as obvious and requiring no research. Such a con­
clusion would be superficial to anyone who has fol­
lowed the study this far,
7, Unit costs should be computed periodically for com­
parative purposes because of changing factors or 
combination of factors.
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8 # English, mathematics, history, or the required sub­
jects are generally the least costly, while the 
elective subjects are the most costly*
9# Presuming that high schools are aiming at the same 
kind of results In the various subjects. In cer­
tain schools the teachers seem to be under working, 
while In others they seem to be over working*
10* The range of prices paid for the same quantity of 
Instruction in the various subjects is shown in 
charts 15 to 16 on page 50 of Anderson’s thesis*
The range of prices paid for each subject is given 
on page 61*
11# As the total enrollment of school decreases, the
number of students the principal teaches Increases, 
and the number of students the teacher teaches de­
creases*
Becommendétions^
1* Economy can be secured In many subjects but not by 
reduction of teachers salaries*
2* A reduction in student cost can be made by Increas­
ing the number of students in the class*
5* Teachers will accept the increased load through en­
rollment in clasees end number of classes In prefer­
ence to cutting of salaries*
4* Elective subjects that are poorly patronized should 
be eliminated*
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Small high ecîiools frr below the etabilizetion 
figure set for high schools should not operste»
6 * The consolidation of schools surrounding one 
" particular community would also result in a 
reduction of Instruction unit costs#
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THE 1932 STATUS OP THE PUBLIC ?ERMAKE1>IT COMMON 
SCHOOL FUNDS OP THE SEVERAL STATES.
%. L. GOTTENBERG - 1933. 104 pp.
Thla thesis did not deal primarily with a special
Montana problem. It is listed because it Is a problem that
Is of vital Interest and It should be of value to know that
such a treatise exists. Anyone Interested In school finance 
can gpln a great deal of Information by a crreful analysis 
of the original#
Although the situation had Improved conslderpbly since 
1905, the feet that there were still seventeen states lack­
ing specific laws on the Investment of permanent school funds 
showed that there was yet Insufficient legislation. The in­
vestigation proved that even In the thirty-one states with 
such laws, some of them are very Inadequate#
Probably the best way of safe-guarding these funds 
would Include the following*
1# Placing the funds In the hands of non-partisan, non­
poll tlcal boavds.
2. Placing a heavy penalty on Individual members for 
any loss.
3# Placing members under heavy bonds to guarantee per­
formance of duty#
4# Auditing books and giving publicity to findings#
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This study was concerned with a problem that was four­
fold»
1# The facts on state control of investment and keep­
ing of the fund s,
2m The present method of Investment as comoared with 
methods employed in 1905#
5. The growth of principal and incomes from the funds# 
4# The importance of the Income of these funds to 
educational expenditures#
The data for the study were secured from school codes, 
state statutes, and letters from state officers in charge of 
these funds, from questionnaires sent to all state departments 
of education, reports from the state departments of education, 
and letters from state treasurers#
The following conclusions were drawn fi*om the studyi 
1# Unpaid for lends reverted to the township#
2# Bad loans#
3# Unpaid notes#
4# Unpaid Interest on bonds or notes#
5# Mismanagement#
6 # Dishonest management#
7# Insufficient legislation#
8 # Money due principal diverted#
9# Fund used to pay state debt#
10# Fund used for other purposes#
11# Exchanged for state securities - Indebtedness later 
repudiated#
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SCHOOL LONDED INLEBTLLÎÆSS IN MONT/NA.
ARTHUR W, KRAFT - 1954. 200 pp*
The most conspicuous problem In the field of public 
finance, apart from the over present problem of 
taxation, is probably that of federal, state and 
municlrai indebtedness. Of those three elements in 
the public debt, municipal debt Is by far the most 
perplexing, probably because It Includes our public 
school debt. This report deals with school bonded 
Indebtedness In Montana. 1
The problem was not to formulate and instigate a new 
system of school finance, but to find out the existing state 
of ractlce end predict future trends In regard to bonded In­
debtedness from the facts as they exist. The study was 
limited to public schools only, end does not consider any 
debts Incurred by the Greater University of Montana.
It was evident thet some factors other then present 
population or number of pupils Influenced sdhool bonding, for 
wide variations were found per pupil and per capita. It was 
found that there was no correlation between the number employed 
a nd the amount of debt, nor the assessed valuation behind each 
dollar of debt. Therefore, bonded Indebtedness was mainly a 
policy of local financial manegement which wes manifested
1
Arthur W. Krrft, School Bonded Indebtedness In Montana, 
(Master’s thesis, 1954), p. 1.
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whenever there was a desire to improve conditions for pupils 
educationally.
There was very little bonding in the errly history of 
the stpte. The greatest amount of bonding was during the 
period following the Vs/orld %sr, and the high was reached in 
1922. From 1926 to 1952 more money was paid for the redemption 
of bonds than was received from the sale of bonds*
The reasons for bonding were the state program for 
secondary education, normal extension of school plants, 
accrediting regulations, obsolete buiblngs, physical training 
program, tax exempt securities, end the general enthusiasm for 
bonding which had swept over the country since 1919#
Montana school districts had been paying bonds almost 
as fast as new and renewal Issues were being floated. Most of 
these debts were contracted at the wrong tine, when money was 
plentiful, and they were being repaid when money was hard to 
secure.
From this study it is recommended that districts continue 
to follow a conservative policy of issuing bonds until 
some time in the future when conditions may point the 
way to some other method of financing school debt. ^
Î
Arthur %. Kraft, School Bond ed Indebtedness in 
Montana, (Master’s the sis, 1954), p. 190,
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ST^TE lî̂ SUîSAîîCE OF PUBLIC PLOrBFTIES.
WILLIAM A. E. WEIS8 - 1955. 92 pp.
Tiila proble’ does not deel directly with a Montana 
problem but should be valuable to anyone Interested in the 
matter of stete Insnrrnce . A survey wrs mrde of the nation 
and the findings recorded*
The study wrs made with the purpose of finding ans­
wers to the following questions:
1* How many strtea act as Insurrnce companies and in­
sure all state property?
2* Whet pirns were used?
5* What wrs the operating experience of the different 
plans?
4. The advantages over Insuring In stock companies?
5# The disrdvantsges of the plan?
6 . What per cent of insurance Is carried by the strte 
when the plan Is not compulsory?
This study dojes not include only school property, but 
all stete property*
The data for the study were gathered from the follow­
ing five sources:
1. Books, and articles In periodicals.
2. Letters to officials and authorities on insurance.
3. A questionnaire*1 '
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4. Official reports,
6 * Insurence lews of the stetes havlnr; ine rrnce plans 
or funds.
The fIndlnRjs were?
Six stetes provided insurance for strte pro’jerty; the 
mantgement of the plan was assigned to insurance coiranissi oners, 
Strte Trepsurers, Administrative hoards or special bo> rdsj 
all funds exhibited a very low cost; ell state plans, except 
Alabama with sixty per cent, began operating using Standard 
Board rates; re-insurance was an accepted safety measure.
The assets of the five etste irsurence plans ranged 
from about $400,000 for Alabrma, to over $6,000,000 for 
Wisconsin, Mone of the state plans had failed or approached 
failure. The assets were invested in high grade securities 
and the earnings added to assets.
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A FIKmCIAL SUHVE5T OF TEE MISSOULA CITY SCHOOLS 
INCLÜT-IKG THE MISSOULA COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL*
T. |5* V»YHH - 1‘J55* 55 pp*
The purpose of till e study was to melee a financial sur­
vey of the Missoula scuools. Including the Missoula County 
High School*
The date wore teken from the ennual report of the 
County Superintendent* Superintendent* end the County Elg^ 
School Principal. This was for the year 1955-34. Vo attempt 
wrs made at comparison with other school systems.
The Educational Problem* The number of children to 
be educated becomes an important Item in determining the 
ability of the district to support Its schools* for In this 
democracy we rre attempting to problde free public education 
for all.
District No. 1 employed seventy-two teachejs with 2401 
pupils enrolled, for an average of 53*4 pupils per teacher, 
while the County High School had thirty-nine teachers and an 
enrollment of 1284* making an average of 52*9 pupils per 
teacher.
The ai'iount of money available for the city schools was 
$259*657.85* and for the high school .^150*774,19.
The Unit Costs. The following information should bs 
available In the office of every school superintendents 
1. Available revenue for school purposes.
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2m Tiie tot.«l amount actually received from general taxa­
tion, special taxation, dog tax, court fines and 
penalties, donations, and any other regular and 
special sources to date.
S. The expenditures Incurred by the administration 
to date.
4. The total payment to date end the ■"mount of ’encum­
brance” against appropriations*
5. The cost of educating a child In each cf the schools 
of the district, county, or town.
6m The total per capita cost of Instruction in 
English, mathonif tics, Lrtln, history, civics, 
science etc* Also comparative costs for kinder­
garten, graded, and high schools. ^
The smallest school In the district had the highest 
building cost. The largest school had the lowest building 
cost. The number of pupils per teacher and the average 
teachers’ salary are the most Important factors In determin­
ing the building cost per pupil*
The Lowell school had the highest average teachers* 
salary and the Franklin the lowest*
The number of pupils teacher ranged from 19.06
to 56.96*
The smaller schools had the hlglier grade costs per pupil,
In the high school the subject costs ranged from $25
1
T# D* Wynn, A Fin and si Survey of the Missoula City 
Schools Including the* Missoula County High School, (Master’a 
thesis, 1935), 1). IÔ7
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for social science to ^29 #66 for Engli^ per Instruction hour.
. The everpge class size wos from twenty-three for for­
eign language to ?7#f for social science.
There were 4,.5?2 instruction horn s dally, pnd 165 
desses for an averrge class size of 27.4.
Vfynn concluded ;
The tsxeble wealth per teacher was entirely Inadequate.
ristrlct ’.'o. 1 had sufficient c^sh balance to defray
expenses until tax collection time in the frll.
The accoui.ting systems were entirely inadequate.
The Mlrpoula Cou.ity lliĝ  School should keep adequate 
aoccurta of supplies used by each subject. They should 
keep seperrte operation end malntainance records for 
the two buildings used so fs to make it possible to 
figure accurately the po’f-er, light, etc. used by the 
Induptrirl arts department. In fact, both the Missoula 
city schools and the County hlgli sciiool should adopt 
an efficient end accurate rnetl od of cost accounting.
This, however, would protarbly cost too much in pro­
portion to the benefits to be derived to make it 
worthwhile, ^
I
T. D. Viynn, A Financial Survey of the Missoula City 
Schools Including the Missoule County High School, fKFster'a 
thesis, T9Z"B7T™P*
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JOURNALISM
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THE NtWSPAf'Eri IN THE SC 110016.
A* A. APPLEG/TE - 1923. 47 pp.
Thla thesis dealt entirely with the selling of the 
Idea of the use of the newspaper as a tool In educntion*
The first pert was concerned with the frilure of the 
curriculum to keep abreast of the tines* Students^ upon com­
pleting the school program, were dismal failures in meeting 
life’s problems. Employers complained of a student’s in­
ability in mathemetic8 and English. Educators were well 
aware of the situation rnd were making an honest attempt to 
vitalize the program.
One great advantage of newspapers in the school room is 
that by means of them the pupil learns how to read 
discriminatingly. ^
Applegate summarized his work as followsi 
In tecciilng history the newspaper is very valuable. It 
is almost impossible to pick up a daily pai.er without 
finding in it some timely reference to history.
If a class in civics used the newspaper profusely, 
nothing could be mone valuable.
Commercial geography and the study of the newspaper go 
together.
1A. A. Applegate, The Newspaper in the Schools, (Master’s 
thesis, 1923), p. 5.
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English composition can e taught effectively by hav­
ing students preoF-re prticles of interest for the 
local paper#
The tesCher of journalism should be a major in the 
field.of English and journrlism#
A very careful analysis Is given of the proper means 
of doing effective work in high school Journalism and 
school paper editing#
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THE VALUTA- OF JO UF MALI RM IK THE HIGH SCHOOL CUET ICITLUM.
GE EVA E, FOSS - 1957. 54 pp.
.Tills thesis wes written after a stete wide survey of 
Wpshlng'on had been conducted.
The plan wsa to discover whet was being done In 
Washington In junior and senior high school journalism, and 
also to discover the reactions of those vho were directing 
the work In journalism, and also observers of the work.
Definite Instruction In journalism In the junior 
and senior high schools was so now th^t It was yet In a 
formative stage. The data were secured by n.oans of the 
questionnaire. The author was a director of a neweoeper In 
a junior high school, end gave much jnfoimetlcn from her 
own experiences.
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THE JUNIOR REPORTER 
A  PÜPIL-TEACxiER MANUAL FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL JOuR><ALISM, 
GEORGES LeROUX - 19?^. 141 pp.
This v’ork was conceived \.hen e tescher in his dilemma 
felt that whst was one terch©r*s problem might well be 
another’s problem as well, end thnt this study might be 
a welcome solution. %
This work was divided into three parts. in i t one, 
the newspaper, was a short course In Journalism. Z' news­
paper was defined. The contents were discussed, end every 
phase of a newspaper outlined* Part two, editing the paper, 
dealt with getting the story, making up the dummy, the 
actual Vork of printing and the method used In getting it 
to your breaVfpst table*
Part three dealt with school organization, end was 
full of material to be used In creating end holding the 
Iriterest of students.
Magazines and yearbooks were also discussed, and their 
work outll ned. LeFoux stated that there had been little 
written on the subject of Junior high eciiool papers.
1
Georges Le’ oux. The Ju>ilor Reporter - Pur? 11-Tee cher
Manual for Junior High School J ournnlï sm, ( îlr s ter * s thesis.1̂ 8̂77 ~ 16,
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TEACHERS
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TUh limn  5C(\0CL TFj^CnHt*S Lom  IH iiCr/jAXA.
K. CHi-JJEY - 10ZÔ, 101 pp.
TLe purpofi« or this study to clcdr up the dsunder-
•tending in re£fid to tUo zenith of tho torcF.er’e «.orhîng
dmy, end to Srcreeee the intei'est of p<1bJ -lîetrfitore in a
Vi tel problem thf^t hr.d W e n  neglected by thfssa*
Ciioney used the questionnaire method of epproech# 1!©
cent © Questlt>rumir© to »ixty-fivo ochoola end got return»
from thlrty-three. The questicr.n«ir© wkb cr.swerod by 168
terohera. It «-a on Uie anstwer» of these 16f teacher» that
the etudy weo baaed. The result» wei'e g;iven in tt-Wlar for®..
The te p. chi load vtaa d©tei*mlr..ed by tiie louplao Formula, an
©jcplR'ietlon of will oh la gl van in detail*
Cher ey concluded thrt the te if chine load ehoulC I ©
equRllKod; ©dminlctrrtor® not afford to neglect the teech-
loads the adjuatmont of tero.hlnp; loeds can t© acoorplichod
wltWat ac'c'lttopal costs the rf'%o fron tZu'« a to aevv̂ n clpae©»
WF® not iastififtbla. Fe foar.d © dioorepepcy In vrrJoua
acliooXs in all pheee» of te©cliing. auch os cla»'̂ -e«.
activities, ©ssembly periods, but M.» £cn.r®.l opinion was
thf t all ter.ohero vore CPiryln^ too crcr t a load#
The principal should oxercloe great cm-« in ©cuplly 
dividing the vioiit of the school anonp hi» teacher»# 
li© «kould do well to have hi® t%®ch©ra h»,id in ©a- 
timetes of t « time spent in the differ nt co-op©ra-
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tlons» The principals ehould make use of every opportu­
nity for regulating the ter>cher*s vork and reducing the 
dempnda mrde upon their physical and nentrl energy# In­
creasing the teaching load of the high school teachers 
Is poor economy and poor recovery procedure# The effect 
upon the development of personality, character, perman­
ent Interests end Ideals has never been measured, as the 
more Hr 3 ted outcome of scholersl*lp has# Better regu­
lations of the terchSng load can le of grort rseistrnce 
In developing the most valuable produce of education —  
well rounded personalities# ^
1Truman M# Cheney, The High School Teacher*s Lord In 
Montana, (Marter’s thesia, IPT-'C), p#
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PRESENT STATUS OF MONTANA'S RETIFIT TEACHERS.
ARCHIE D. HUNTER - 1934. S3 pp.
The object of this investigation was to find the present 
status of Montana*8 retired teachers end to point out 
defects, if any, of the workings of the present teachers' 
retirement law. 1
The material was secured by sending a questionnaire to 
the 176 retired teachers* 118 responded* The dctr were not 
answered completely, therefore the totals as shown In the 
tsbles do not agree.
Among the teachers who have retired, one-third were 
retired about the time of their greatest usefulness. Some 
were retired twenty yesrs sooner than they should have been. 
These retired terchers have received more tnsn their indivi­
dual contributions of money justified. The present teacher 
is paying the bill.
There have been numerous reductions in the amounts re­
ceived by annuitants since 1926. This was done by legislative 
enactment, and if it had not been for this, the fund would 
have been defunct long ago. No doubt this would have been 
beneficial as it might have hurried the time for the enact­
ment of a just law.
Î
Archie D* Hunter, Present Status of Montana's 
Retired Teachers. (Master's thesis, 1954), p. 61.
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Approximately ten per cent of the retirements were 
due to disability. This compares very fpvorebly with retire­
ment systems of other states.
This survey shewed that very few annuitants were able 
to adjust to other lines of endeavor and supplement the 
amount received, end therefore, moat of then: were poorly 
cared for.
No recipient gave e plan for improving the retirement 
law. Thîs would lead to the assumption that the rnnuitants 
arw the retirement situation entirely from their own stand­
point.
The recommendation was to enact a lew slmi1er to the 
one we now hpve#
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A  HISTORY OF THE CEBTIFICATION OF MONTANA.
LOUISE 0. KRAFT - 1936. 215 pp.
This wfis an attempt to trace the historical develop­
ment of the certification of Montana teachers.
The first teacher In Montana was Miss Lucia Aurora 
Darling. She tsu^t a term of school at Brnnack, and from 
all available records, she was not certified In Montana.
The following year an attempt was made to csteblish cualifles­
tions to teach. When lews became necessary, the settlers 
naturally turned to those of other states end territories 
as patterns.
In the absence of an adequate law, prpctices In certi­
fication sprang up which were Incorporated In a new law In 
1883, In the t year, after greet effort, professional 
standards for teachers were finally euthoilzed. With a few 
amendments the law was Inherited by the new state.
The Constitution provided for the state board of 
education. From 1893 to 1923 this board was responsible for 
Issuing state and life certificates. It was able to make 
rules and regulations where a weakness appeared in the lew.
County certificates were issued by county superinten­
dents from the earliest territorial days. The professional 
certificate made It possible for the holder to teach in 
high schools.
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The county board of educational examiners vas created 
by law In 1907# This was a step toward standardization of 
qualifications#
Summer schools were enacted Into law In 191''. Normal 
training courses were established In high schools In 1917.
The Bumrrer sessions of the State Institutions came Into 
prominence in 1917 and have malntrlned their popularity as 
teacher training centers* These were methods to supply the 
demands for professional teachers*
In 1919 the state bo? rd of educational cxendners was 
organized# This replaced the county board and It was res­
ponsible for certifiertlon#
In 1920 the requirement was two years of high school 
and twelve weeVs of normal training for all teachers. Kortane 
ranhed among the lowest In the United States. By 192? this 
was raised to one year beyond a four yerr high school course. 
By 1956 the minimum requirement for every teacher of com^ on 
schools was two years of training beyond the four year high 
school course.
This study furnished information concerning legal pro­
visions for the Issuance of certificates. There was a compari­
son made with requirements for other states* The trends in 
Montana have followed trends In other states. The qualifica­
tions have been raised from 1P65 to 1956 so that they com­
pared favorably with other stetes.
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PBObLKMS OF TEACHER FERSONKEL IN MONTAI.'A FUrLIC SCHOOLS.
ROBERT EDWARD SONREMAN - 1935. 132 pp.
The present study has two major objectives* (1) Wherever 
possible to ascertain sound principles with respect to 
several selected problems of teecner personnel, and (2) 
to determine the status of current practice In Montana 
public schools upon these personnel problems. 1 
$
The seven problems selected were: professional trelnln<x 
end qualificationsj selection and appointment; re-electionj 
tenure end dismissal; salaries and schedules; married women; 
home talent teachers; teacher community relationships*
The results were taken from a ouestlonnaire, available 
literature, and responses from administrators*
Elementary teachers should have at least two years, 
and high school teachers at lepst four years beyond high 
school* Some authorities believed there should be no differ­
entiation In training end salary* They fixed the training at 
four years.
Some schools required experleTce. Some bonds made 
the regulations In regrrd to qualifications, boards end 
superintendents In other cases, rnd the superintendent alone 
In still other cases.
Authorities were agreed thrt school boards should not 
select teachers. The superintendent should nominate end the
Ï
Robert Edward Sonneman, Problems of Teacher Personnel 
In Montana.Public Schools. (Master's thesis, 1935), p. 2.
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board confirm or reject. If rejected the superintendent 
should make another nomination* The board should never ed- 
vrnce its own candidate. Superintendents wer? gradually 
exercfslng more authority In the selection of teachers* 
Thirty-seven per cent of the superintendents in Montana ex­
ercised this authority, while fifty-five per cent co-operated 
with the board*
About ninety per cent employed the personal interview
in selecting teachers* Eighty-seven per cent used the M* E*
A* Placement bureau in locating candidates. Sixty-six per
cent made use of commercial agencies, and printed application
blanks were used in forty per cent of the districts.
On the whole, the practices, techniques, and standards 
employed in teacher selection by Montana administrators 
correlate very favorably with sound professional 
principles, end In several instances surpese the 
practices end starda:ds reported in the office of 
education investigation# ^
Teachers were re-elected annially In ninety-six per 
cent of the schools of Montana. Only three schools have 
abandoned this practice* Teachers were required to apply 
annually for re-election in thirteen per cent of the schools.
Superintendents had loss Jurisdiction in dismissal 
than in re-election*
1
Robert Edward Sonneman, Problems of Teacher Personnel 
in Montana Public Schools. (Master's thesis, 19Z5), p. 40.
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Boards should not be deprived of their right to terminate 
a teacher*s contract; however, for the sufficiency of the 
reasons for terminating the contract, the superintendent 
should be the solo judge. 1
The commonest causes of teacher failure were found to 
be; weak discipline. Incompetence, poor Instruction, lack of 
co-operation and disloyalty.
Violations of the principles of teacher sdmlnlstretion 
in Montana were found In annual re-election end retention of 
board control over teacher dismissal.
f11 schools in Montana made reduction in salaries dur­
ing the depression* Some nvde urifom percentage reductions, 
others a flat sum, while others considered each case separately.
There was a great amount of discrimination between
sexes in regrrd to salary. There was also a discrimination 
in regrrd to single and married men.
There were considerable variations in the plan of pay­
ment. Some paid on the nine months bpsis, some on ten, and 
some on twelve. The greatest number used the nine months basis.
About half of the schools granted some time for sick 
lertve. The time varied from two to twenty days.
Leas than forty per cent of the Montane schools had a
salary schedule. The financial depression caused some of
Î
Robert Edward Sonneman, Problems of Teacher Personnel 
in Montana Public Schools, (Master*s thesis, 19?5)," p. 66.
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thcrrf to abandon It.
The median salary for elementary schools was f1200, 
j 1 lor high school 11260, senior high school i‘1560.
The depression affected srlarles grertly. Conditions 
may be expected to Improve If, and when, a business revival 
sets In.
ollcles against employment of married women were 
economic*
Home talent teachers were employed In seventy-seven
of the one hurdred twenty-eight schools reporting, while
fifty-five per cent of rdmlnlstretore were opposed to them.
On the whole the majority of commimltlts In îi'îontrns set 
up no unreasonable standards for teacher participation 
In, or assistance to com unity affairs; neither do they 
lay down any unjustifiable restrictions upon teacher 
conduct. Teachers are expected to conduct themselves 
In a professional manner and to become helpful members 
of the ,comn:unltle8 which employ them. 1
 ̂ 1
Robert Edward ?onneman, Problems daf Teacher Personnel 
In Montana Public r.chools, (Master* s thesis, 19:̂ 6}, p. 127.
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THE PLACEMENT BUREAU IN THE KONT/NA EDUC/TION ASS»N,
WILBUR E. MOSER - 1934, 72 pp.
The origin pnd development of the placement bureau In 
the M, E. A« WPS traced In order to show tiie status of the 
service* The attitude of administrators of the public schools 
and institutions of higher learning was obtained by sending 
letters to them. Inquiries were made of r11 state associa­
tions operating placement bureaus.
A well organized placement bureau in an association 
performs a service to a limited number of teachers and admin­
istrators* It was not clear rs to the s access or failure of 
the project. Some bureaus placed a Irrge number at a low 
cost* Others placed very few at a high cost*
Success or failure depended upon several I actors* 
Terchers and administrators must take a personal interest in 
the association, and they must have confidence in its officers* 
Political frvoritlsm will do irreparable harm to the bureau.
It is oetter for the manager to take cn active interest, 
rather than turn such duties ovet to a clerk* There must be 
co-operation between state agencies*
University Placement Bureaus should attempt to place 
their graduates, leaving the placing of experienced teachers 
to state associations.
Too much subsidy should not be granted to the bureau
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because only a Tew members are benefited by the bureau*
Many contend that all placing service should be ren­
dered by the State Department of Public Instruction* This is 
not possible because of legal provision, lack of finance and 
help* Politics 8ie ept to color the work.
The attempt to establish r placement bureau in Montana 
wfs begun in Mardi 1926 when Moser published his first article 
on the subject "A Placement Bureau in the Montana Education 
Association"* February 16, 1329, the Djc^cutive Courcil of 
the Montana Education Asseoirtion authorized the appointment 
. of a committee to make a thorough study* T.iS committee was 
instructed to report to the Delegate Assembly in DeceTüber 19?0 * 
The committee reported, making the recommendations that a 
placement bureau be established; that the secretary of the 
eSBOCiftion be the manager; that the bureau be self support­
ing, and that details be worked out by a special commette©*
The committee was appointed January 10, 1931, and met 
January 17, 1931 end set up the placement bureau of the M. E* A* 
In making this digest an attempt was made to get the 
reasons for the st dy, the conclusions and the history of 
the organization* There are eever-1 chapters dealing with 
the results of the numerous inquries made, but since they 
seemed non-essential they ere omitted.
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TEXT AND LIBRARY BOnKS
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A TEXTBOOK IN MECHANICAL LFAV-ING 
EASED UPON THE PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING.
JOHN FRANKLIN BARTLETT - 19?̂ 2. 169 pp.
JEjx-Jhhia. work the problem wsa two-fold, (1) the emaly- 
ais of exli-Llj.145 texts, and (2) the writing of a text thrt 
would meet sound criteria essentiel for mn elementrry text­
book in mechanicrl drawing* In connection with the first 
prrt, eleven texts were analyzed in regnd to content, to 
see if they met the twelve criteria set by the author. It 
wsa found that no book met all twelve criteria, but all 
twelve of the criteria were found in the cloven books# From 
this it was presumed that these criteria were sound. The 
criteria were listed as follows:
1. The text should be divided into units of work.
2. The text should provide good pedagogical procedure,
Z, The text should develop technique.
4. The text should provide prncticj-1 problems.
6. The text should ce considerrte of the learner's
time.
6. The text should be self-sufficient.
7. The text should not be e copy book but develop
an understanding of procedure*
8. The text sliould develop each phase of drafting 
separptely•
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9# The text should develop erch pheee of drrfting In 
psychologlcpl order.
10. It should provide unlfom Introduction of new 
îTiFt.crlsl.
11. It should tesch coirmif-rclb1 prFCtlces,
12. The text should be b'sed upon s psychological 
order.
The book is made up of seven chapters as follows; 
Chapter I - Division of Qenorrl Instruction.
Chapter II - Division of Pencil Prswlng.
Chapter III * Division of Inking.
Chapter IV - Division of Dimensioning.
Chapter V - Division of Lettering.
Chapter VI - Division of /'dvrreed Work.
Cha;.'t©r VII - Division of Testing.
There were seventy-six figures of lllurtratiers show­
ing the mechanics^ and fourteen plrtes for -r eoroduclng.
In the division of testing, the author set up true- 
fplse strtements covering every phase of the work In the 
book.
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THE TECHf.-B-,UE OF COMI’ILIKG A LIST OF LOO<S FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
LIBRARIES Ail- ÂK EXmi?:AIlOH OF HIGH SCHOOL
a
LIBRARY FE/CTICBS AHD ST AH], ALBS,
E. G. STRUCKEAfï - 1931. 97 po.
t
The problem of this thesis was to compile a mnnurl and 
list of book's for Lîontrnfi high school librprles. The book 
list and manual was published by the lepartment of Public 
Instruction,
The history of the high school library was traced y 
showing its development from 1858, the tine of the organiza­
tion of the first library, to the date of this thesis.
The following criteria were set up to be used in book 
selection:
1, To enrich the school cui Iculum by providing lib­
rary service to pupils and terchers. •
2, To acquire and organize library materials for 
school service,
5, To give Instruction in the independent use of 
libraries and of books as tools,
4, To share with other departn.ents of the school, res­
ponsibility for fruitful social training,
5, To foster Informations 1 rending as n life hnbit*
6, To encourage the habit of reading for pleasure*
7, To develop the library habit.
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A study of numerous booklists w p s  made from which ten­
tative lists were selected on the basis of Inclusion In these 
lists# An atten^t was made to keep the groups bairnced so 
that the money available could be used to the best advantage# 
The method, of compiling booklists was given In detail 
in the original thesis, but space does not ermlt Ivlng It 
In this brief review#
Since the library Is a room to be used by all the stu­
dents, Its location, size and equipment was a very important 
matter#
The qualifications of the person in charge were of prime 
Importance# The success or fallwe of the library depe; ded 
upon the person In charge*
The numuer of volumes required depended on the school 
enrollment# State lepartmenta often specify certain clasaes 
of books that should be Included In every school library 
collection# The accrediting association had also set up 
standards for libraries#
Flna-clng was usually taken care of by statute# First, 
it was by lump sum. Now, it usually depends on the enroll­
ment, so much per student for books, end so much for magazines 
and newspapers#
A well organized library was as necessary as having a 
well selected list of books and e trained librarian# The 
accession record must be kept up to date. The shelf list was
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very Importent end wra useful In showing weaknesses.
The Dewey abridged decimal system of clrself1ertlon
WPS in use In prrctlcally rll librrrlos.
The administrrtlon proulems were mainly: attendm ce 
In the librrry, length of loan time, renevnl privileges, 
fines, rnd cîrcuî■tion strtlrtlcs.
Every student sliould receive Instruction In the use 
of the library. There were ne.ny plans In use for this pur­
pose. The plan Is i erlly lmr.7atei 1 al rs lone as students are
taught the lihrory a;d Its use.
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THE SELECTION Ai L ADOPTION Oi' TEJCTrOOKS IK  MONTA A .
CLEVE 0. \̂E8TBY - 1956. 126 pp.
The principle objective of this study Is to determine 
the stetus of the selection and adoption of textbooks 
In Montfna. tairlng into consideration present condi­
tions as II'ell as past experience In this regard. 1
The first prrt of the study dealt with the history of 
the textbook problem In Montana. The rest was on the ans­
wers to a questionnaire rnd criticism of schoolmen regard­
ing the present method of selecting textbooks.
The matter of uniform tertboô '-s was a problem that 
vexed the legislators of the first territorial legislftures* 
It bobbed up In practically every session until 1925. Since 
then there have been no clientes•
Free te^^tbooks were first mentioned In 1FF4 In the 
report of the territorial superintendent. Nothing more wps 
said until 1895 when Superintendent Steere argued for free 
textbooks. The first law for free textbooks wao enacted in 
1897.
The state textbook commission r-s it exists today has 
been In existence since 1907* There have been changes from 
time to time in respect to who should serve; how long the
1
Cleve 0. Westby. The gel^etlo* «*4 Adof̂-tloa of: 
books In L'ontrna. (Master's thesis), 1956, p. 1.
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term should bo, and how large the body should bo* The first 
coHunisslon was composed of schoolmen with the exception of 
the governor*
From the study of elementary school questionnaire, the 
following conclusions wore drawn:
The average cost per pupil for texts was $1*86#
The average superintendent woe dissatJsfied with the 
present plan of adoption*
The jBeling was that first and second class districts 
selected their own books, end the commission adopted 
for the third class.
The county plan met with little favor.
The present plan was too restrictive.
The commission should make several basal adoptions. 
Length of period was satisfactory.
Most schoo3jnen felt that using different books would 
cause little difficulty in case of transfer.
The commission should be made up wholly of school 
people.
There wss too much politics in appointment and selec­
tion of books*
The jnost valuable feature of the law was that it 
makes changes mandatory*
Some central body was needed for third class districts 
end rural schools*
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From the study of the high school questionnaire, the 
following conclusions were drawn:
The average cost for texts per student was which
WPS lower than in 1928-29.
Most higii schools used the 6 - 4  plan.
They liad to out down on the amount spent for texts. 
Reasons for changing texts are:
1# Improvement of presentation of material.
2. Change in contents.
%# More adapted to student * s needs.
4* Desire for text adapted to unit or project method. 
Vtfestby concluded:
Price was an importent item in text sel'^ctlon.
Social pnd natural science should he changed every 
four yeers.
Very few schools had to assign two students to one text. 
Adoption he mad© by superintendent with the advice of 
the teacher.
Fo'ir copies he examined to make o selection.
More then half of the schoolmen were Influenced hy the 
name of the author.
Little emphasis was placed on the name of the publisher. 
The state textbook commission should not adopt books 
for high school.
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Score CBPda vere not used In evrlaptlng texts* 
Advertising, circulers and salesmen vere a positive 
help in selecting a book*
f11 administrators were gird to receive the help of 
publisher*s representatives*
Kost sample texts were placed In the library as 
references*
The reasons why schoolmen In Ko'trnr ash for fiee samples, 
though they contemplate no changes or Introductions, are 
for reference books, to find ott what is ew in the 
field, and with the view that at some nerr future time 
an edoptlon may be made or a new course introduced In 
the cnrrlculum. 1
1Clove 0. V.estby, The Selection rnd Pc'o -.tion of Text- 
books In Montana, {Kester's thesis, 191̂ -677 P* 119*
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M0KTA14A HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
GEORGE A. KRAE2 - 1937. 68 pp.
It Is the purpose of this study to summarize a number of 
Items of infoj'iKrtlon regrrdlng the high school libraries 
of Montrnr, to draw conclusions from the Information, 
and to offer some suggestions as to the Imorovement of 
the high school libraries of the stfte. 1
A questionnaire was sent out to the two hundred and 
twenty one high schools In the stfte. One hundred and sixteen, 
or 82.5 per cent sent replies. The ^uestions a eked dealt with 
expenditures, administration, library currtcrs, number of 
books, end equipment.
Tlie 1934-35 expenditure for libraries In the county 
high schools varied from fl25 to ^750. The average was ^225. 
The average ex endlture yer student enrolled was ^.51. In 
first class districts, the exoenditure varied from $150 to 
$1600. The average was $317, and the ann ml per pucll ex­
penditure, $.65# In second class districts, the expenditure 
varied foom $32 to $500. The average was $1SB, or $1.00 per 
pupil. In third class districts the expenditure varies from 
nothing to $650. The average was $112, and the per pupil 
coat WPS v3.or. In the private Catholic schools, the coats
1George A. Franz, Montana High School Librrrles. 
(Master’s thesis, 1937), p. 1.
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vnr.led from (20 to $?00* The rverpge wos (117 or f.42 per pu­
pil* Ko doubt these schools benefited by gifts of books and 
magazines from members.
Althoî gl: the svorrge for the strte Is up to the "orth 
Centrrl requirement, mrny of the schools spending only 
from nothing to "20 or "32 for enrollments cf up to 
one hundred students ere not offering much new meterial 
during the year to their students. ^
In edministrrtion. If*9 per cent reported full ti' e 
libreriens; 41.6 per cent reported English teecher; 31.9 
per cent reported other teachcT̂  s, f nd 10#6 per cent reported 
student 13Err riens. Nineteen end one ten th per cent kent the 
libraries open less then the school day; f:',6 pej cent jnst 
the scjiocl dey; 30.9 per cent kept them open the school day 
plus ur: to one hour, and 1C.4 per cent >ept open the school 
dey plue rrore than one hour.
The lili-ri'y cmr:tnrs In the f 'aj oil ty of cf see re re 
in- dequote, poorly located, poorly 13glited, mx' had insuf­
ficient sentir:̂  cai-acity,
I'uch needs to be cone to  ̂ring tl.e number of books up 
to etandrrd in all the schools. The kind cf I'ooks wrs 
quite representative and usable, el the gh mny of the smeller 
cchools differed in this matter. The Tnedian numleT' of books 
in the strte was nine hundred.
1George A. Franz, Montrna high School Lihmies, 
(Master’s thesis, 1937), p. 2f*
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The equipment was fair, but was deficient In many
schools* All schools were under the requirement of fifteen
magazines; 75 per cent had the books accessioned; 86 per cent
had the libraries catalogued; 85 per cent had a charging desk;
69 per cent had bulletin boards; 62 per cent had a reference
table; 78 per cent had magrzine racks; 51 per cent had files
for clippings; 11 per cent had exhibit cases; 50 per cent
had display racks for new books*
The author is Impressed by the fact that while more than 
one half of the Montana high scaools have adequate lib­
raries, many offer rather pitifully few facilities* For 
the most part the requirements of the State Department 
are sufficient* The chief recommendation would be not 
for more requirements, but for more checkup and super­
vision to see that present requirements are met by an 
increasing percentage of the Montana high schools# ^
1
George A. Kranz, Montana High School Libraries. 
(Master's thesis, 1957), p* 56,
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VOCATIONAL OüILAÎ’CE.
JOHN HOWAED BKENEMAN - 1918
Thla thesis is merely listed and not reviewed. It 
does not deal with Montana education, but is the first 
attempt by p student to do something with vocational 
guidance. Any student who is interested in the field 
would do well to study the original.
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SOME FACTORS IÎ4 VOCATIOiaX GUIDArCE,
K. E. ERICKSON - 1954• 161 pp.
Tills thesis is not on a Montana problem, but is a 
problem thrt is of vitrl 1 interest to Mont a educators, end 
anyone interested In the field cf guidance will profit from 
a study of the original.
The conditions presented end the procedure undertaken 
in the analysis resolved tills study Into a two-fold problem. 
The first prrt consisted of meklng a crlticpl analysis of 
the results derived from the first survey of June 1950 to 
determine;
The ststus of fectors usfd as a bpsis for guidance 
purposes.
Relationships between various factors in guidance 
which were incorporated in the survey.
Dominant trends and tendencies among high school 
pupils which are significant from the standpoint of 
guidance.
The status of pupil interest as a brsis for guidance in 
curricular end extra-curricular activities.
Factors that will lead to a better understanding of 
problems in guidance for pupils in rurrl high schools. 
Recommendations were to be based on the results of the 
survey of June 1950 #
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The second pert of the thesis dealt with drta secured 
In the second survey of June 1922. The problem of the re­
survey Involved a series of comparisons and deductions to 
determines
The persistence of educational alms of students.
The status of students withdrawn from school*
Conclusions r-vc> recommendrt Iona !
Interests that dominate a child should be explored and 
these motivated and utilised.
Extra-curricular activities should reach special 
Interests of each child.
Vocational subjects should be more extensively offered 
for exploratory and training purposes.
Emphasis should be given general training requirements* 
Students should be taught that all honest vork Is 
honorable.
Every teacher should share the duties and lesponslblllties 
of the guidance program.
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HAED BOOK OH VOC/TIO- AL ÜÜII-A. CI£.
KAIY CIUtLlij; Fll [EOETH - Ifl p;,>.
Til© idea of thla study w«e to bring togotlrier naterlel 
th»*t t̂ ould be very Vrlufble to eny torcher of guider ce# or 
anyone vishlng to start a guidance progrrro in M s  scliool* 
Quite rn Isipresviv© list of matériel war listed which may 
be secured to supplement the regular text# and should be 
of Invrlupble aid#
In addition to this comprehensive list of i atari els 
available# plans were presented for the study of the ocouDa­
tions# This treatise hsa been worked out in detril# and 
should be of service to people Interested In guidrnce#
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A  SüKVFY OF VOC/TIOKAL AXD EDUCATIONAL 
GUIDANCE in MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS.
E. C. OLSON - 1955. 145 pp.
This study was to find out whet was being done,
and whst had been done in the high schools of Montrne to in­
form students regerding educational m d  vocational opportu­
nities; what was being done to guide students into the best 
and happiest channels for their educational and vocational 
success, and whet was being done to place and follow up 
drop-outs and graduates of Montana high schools.
Olson used the questionnaire, the interview and ex­
perimentation in crrrying on this study.
The thesis wrs divided into four parts. Part one was 
on informing the st dent, and from questionnaires sent to the 
Montane high schools, he found that 662.3 per cent of the 
schools in first class districts were offering courses in 
occupations, 73 per cent in second class districts, and 74 per 
cent in third class districts were offering courses in occu­
pations. The greatest number of schools giving a course in 
occupations offered it in the ninth grade, followed by the 
tenth, eleventh and twelfth grades respectively. Authorities 
differed as to the proper grade placement, but the majority 
agreed that it should be placed early with emphasis all 
through high school.
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®lillr the course In occupstlons was co’ sltfcred tVie most 
vrluobln (fevlce for Informing the s tudent, other mesns were 
listed cs being of great soi'Vice, such as telt's, interviews 
with business and professional people, sl5des end imvjrg, 
field trips, and exploratory and try-cut cours-"'s.
drrt two was on guiding the student* He should be 
guided in the choice of r vocation end speclrl emphasis 
placed upon edacftlonal guJdance, The best plan, of course, 
is to have e guidance program vorked out end directed by 
experts in the gield of g?ui dance. In T'O'tanr such a a Ian 
was not feasible because of Isck of finance, but consider­
able had been done through the principal, home-room teachers, 
and counselors*
i/art three dealt with placing the student, rnd follow- 
up work, or kecj>ing in touch wltl.. his progress. Very little 
had  ̂©on done along this line by any schools in IMontrna.
This is a field that should he developed, and a more care­
ful check kept of students* progress in life.
Part four was Olson * s cry and findings, of v/hich
the author will rtteirp t to give a resume* Very little had 
bern done by the strtes through the state departments in 
regard to guidance* Guidance has been a part of education 
since its beginning, but It is only recently that it has 
had j-fccognition in the formal set-up of administration, end
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THE EVOLUTION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION IN MONTANA,
FRANK J. BURNEY - 1924. 86 pp.
The Evolution cf School Admln1atrp11on In Montpno 
WPS divided Into three parts,- the evolution of state 
administration, the evolution of county administration, and 
the evolution of district administration.
The evolution of state administration showed the 
steps taken by the territorial legislature and the state legis­
lature* In developing our system of public education as it wag 
at the end of 1921. It dealt with the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, State Board of Education, State Board of 
Educational Examiners, and the University of Montan . It 
gave In detail every step takln in improving the stat*̂  set­
up and showed that the crrly educators and legislatures were 
quite advanced in their thinking and planning for the future. 
The evolution of the courty administration had for its 
theme the County Superintendent of Schools, Rural School 
Trustees, County High School Board of Trustee, Couity High 
School Principals, and the County Board of Educational 
Examiners, Each one of these was traced from the time it 
first appeared In our system of State Government to the end 
of the 1921 legislative session.
The evolution of the district administration reviews 
the Board of School Trustees, District Clerk, The City
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Superintendent of Schools, end teachers#
This thesis is worth studying by rnyo e who is 
interested in knowing just how the present system of public 
education grew. It would ssve considerable time and effort, 
because to find out otherwise would entail a great amount of 
leafing through dusty law books#
Burney secured his material from the lews, records of 
the legislature, and reports of the State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction#
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EAT4DB00K OP FACTS CDKCEF^NING MONTANA LIC SCHOOLS.
PANNIE-BELLE DAVIES - 19S7. £6 pp.
The purpose of this ptudy was to present facts concern­
ing the public schools of Montana In a concise form that would 
be Informational for anyone who Is Interested In the public 
education of Montana.
Davies, In her chapter on general facts, lists slxty- 
one facts that every person In the state should know. There 
are a few In regard to attendance, census, valuation, popula­
tion, that change from year to year. These, of course, may 
be found In the biennial report of the State Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, end may be brought up to date from 
time to time.
In the chapter on administration and supervision, will 
be found a list of twenty-el^t facts pertaining to qualifica­
tions and training of the Incumbent at tiie time the study was 
made.
Some of the material In this chapter Is valuable - 
such as the part dealing with the State Superintendent, County 
Superintendent, and certification - but due to change, part of 
it cannot be considered authentic for any great length of time • 
The above will hold true for every chapter In the thesis. It 
la very usable, rnd will be. In many respects, for the next
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few yeeTs, but eny person it?ho rlahed to rrrVo usr cf these 
frets should check crrefully to oee th^t s chsn^e hst not 
been mrde subsequent to the study, Chsnqeg In school 
pffr5rs e re  slovr to ts’'o piece, but once In  a wl.j le changes 
ere nede, a-id pny Interested Individual should be cocnlzant 
of this fact, end be sure that the fret is a fact end not 
’’wrs* a feet*
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A STUDY OP THE SOCIAL COMPOSITION OF MO: TAKA SCHOOL BO/JXS.
FhA?-CIS Dp HAINES - 1952. 77 pp.
In this study, Haines attempted to give a true and accu­
rate picture of the boards of education for the yepr 1951. His 
study Included age, occupation, education, number of children, 
matrimonial status, property owners, and other public offices 
held. These were matters pertaining to the Individual mem­
bers of the boards. In addition, he attempted to discover 
something of the work of the board as a unit.
The clerk was also included, and In addition to the 
questions asked of trustees, he was investigated for hi a train­
ing and experience In lookkeeplng.
The conclusion drawn by Haines was that no additional 
legal requirement would be justified by Montana conditions.
A property requirement seemed unnecessary. A requirement 
that a board member have dhlldren In school would deprive 
many districts of the experienced members, end Injure the 
efficiency of rural boards.
The board members represented a selected group from 
the standpoint of education, property, occupation, age, 
marriage and family. The differences existing among boards 
In the different classes of districts were mostly age, wealth, 
and conservatism. The typical board member was better edu­
cated than the average man In the commu^^lty. Most communities 
showed a decided tendency toward picking the leaders In the 
community for this service.
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VUE ADMINISTRATION OF MODERN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION 
IN MONTAN/ HIGH SCHOOLS,
CHAS, D. HAYNES - 1926. 72 pp.
The etudy of present adalnlatrrtlve practices affect­
ing modern language Instruction wes to reveal Important 
causes of deficiencies, and to give practical aid toi the 
high school administrator, the high school teacher, the 
college departments engaged In training teachers of modern 
languages, end those preparing themselves to become teachers. 
There was very little reel Information concerning th^ admin­
istrative stetus of the modern languages.
In 1324 sixty-six high schools, or 55.5 per cent of 
the 197 reporting, were offering modern langurges. The num­
ber of pupils enrolled in these schools was 65 per cent of 
the totrl enrollment.
The total number of schools tesching Latin was 120 or 
60.9 per cent of all high schools, while 52 high schools or 
26*4 per cent did not teach any foreign langirge.
The teachers terc h i ng language were well trained for 
the position as a whole. There were no native teachers, end 
only one who had gained a knowledge of the language he was 
teaching in childhood. The tenure was poor.
Comperison of costs of Instruction could not be made 
with any accuracy.
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In Uontcna high schools Spanish enrolled neerly twice 
as many pupils as French. The Latin enrollment was much 
greater than that of all modern foreign languages combined.
Modern language teachers appeared to suffer somewhat 
from inequality in salrry. This inequality must result in a 
detriment to teaching efficiency in the modern language de­
partment. In view of the high order of ability* and the 
exacting type of training thpt ere desireble for this work, 
modem language teaciiers deserve to be as well remunerated 
as teachers in any high school department.
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MAKIKG THE SCHOOL A GCMi.ajniTT CENTER,
CLIFTON S. JACKSON - 1935. 53 pp.
Tills thesis was written to give some help in making 
the school a community center under ordinary conditions found 
in different parts of the United States,
A detailed history of the movement war given, showing 
where it was originated rnd its grov/th. Schools as recrea­
tional centers were first eatmhlished In New York in August 
1899# The establishment of schools as recreational centers 
grew out of the need for wholesome recreation. It was thought 
that a great deal of crime was due to the wrong use of leisure 
time, and the use of schools as community centers under 
proper supervision would alleviate the situation#
An account was given of the latest and most distinctive 
examples of such work. Most of these were developed during 
the V/orld %rr or shortly after. T:.’ere was nothing listed 
later t/irn 1918. Several schools in western Montana are 
listed as having done considerable work along this line.
The factors involved in making the school a corrjmunity 
center were; leadership, people, buildings a:\d surToundings, 
existing organizations* interest manifested by educational 
leaders, and the school board. It was usually an eas$ matter 
to get started, but the main thing wrs to start right. The 
important factors were; a survey of the coim:*rur.ity to deter-
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ïTiino needs and desires, proper advertising, and perfecting 
the organization.
After getting the program started, the next thing 
was to keep It going* Certain principles that will prove 
valuable were: clearly defined alms, common sense, competent
counsel, adequate records, end getting things done on time.
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STATUS OF JANITORIAL SET.VICE IN MONTANA PUl.LIC SCHOOLS.
MACK MONACO - 1934. 94 pp.
The present stiady, hov ever, is an extensive trertir*ent 
of the janitorial service in all ty^es of schools 
■with prrtlculsr emphasis on Montrnr schools. Special 
attention is given to the importance and need of 
janitorial service. ^
Data were secnred as followss a survey was made of 
the literature hearing on the subject. Questionnaires were 
sent to vaM ous schools In Montana. Replies were received 
from 61 pe? cent of tho schools. There were 28 2 returns 
in all.
The questionnaire showed that janitorial service was 
considered very important by all the schools replying. The 
reasons listed for its importance were health conditions, in­
fluence in setting housekeeping standards, care and use of 
valuable property, and influence in setting morrl stmdrrds.
The janitor was selected by the board of education 
in the majority of the schools. There were practically none 
that required any qualifiertions. Six schools required 
applicants to pass physical examinations. Every school should 
make this requirement.
Forty three per cent of the schools employed their
1
Mack Monaco, Status of Janitor!al Service in Montana 
Public Schools. (Master‘s thesis, 1954), p. 2*
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jenîtor» for the entire yesr, which Is the most practical 
and efficient method.
Janitors should he rated to Improve their service. 
Janitors should Le trained for their jobs, 
lecords should be kept and reports made by janitors. 
Janitors should have a comfortable room for their use. 
The average dally load of a janitor was the cere of
9.6 rooms, two toilets, two halls, two stairs, and 
one gymnasium.
An old building w es harder to take care of than a 
new one. It was the practice to clean drdly with a thorough 
mopping and scrubbing three tires s year. Blackboards were 
cleaned weekly and chalk trays daily. Toilets should be 
disinfected frequently.
Janitors did summer work in many schools. This work 
should be systematically outlined.
The average se lory for janitors was f;l052. Sixty seven 
per cent owned homes, 70 per cent had Insurance, 65 per cent 
owned automobiles, 75 per cent owned radios, GO per cent sub­
scribed to papers and magrzlnes, and 15 per cent were sending 
children to college.
Twenty per cent of janitors had physical defects. This 
situation could be remedied by requiring physical examinations.
Rural teachers were required to do their own janitor 
woikv Êighteen were paid rn additional amount for tMs,
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Frame construction was the prevailing type of rural 
school* Cleaning was done dally, with a thoroug^ cleaning 
three ti’ es a year In most of the schools studied*
The outdoor privy prevailed In the rural schools 
studied* The Indoor toilet is the only solution* The 
privies were not cleaned or disinfected*
Water frcllltles were wliolly inadequate, and the 
common drinking cup was used In fifteen per cent of the 
schools*
The jacketed stove was found in ninety per cent of 
the rural schools* Further study should be made In regrrd 
to heating and ventilating*
Efficient janitorial service with fair compensation 
would remedy many of the problems of the rural school*
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SPKECH DEFECTS AS A SCHOOL PI.ObLEM,
CATHEHIKE KÜTTERVILLE - 1954. 110 pp.
This thesis wrs not on attempt to present a "new 
system". It wps v.Tltl.er: to help teochers corzect speech de­
fects. Most of tr © llterrture on tVie S'lhject Is so technicrl 
thot it Is not understandebl© by classroom tcechers. The 
material presented by the rut ho r v.as ne ant to be so clear 
and concise thrt one did not have to be a specialist In 
order to make use of It•
The llterrture on speech correction Is neither extensive 
nor in agreement. There Is disrgreement as to termin­
ology, brckground for defects, and methods of correction, 
%rlters are often so verbose thrt whatever contribution 
they may hove is lost In their failure to organize their
work in a simple direct style. 1
It was suggested that the thwarting which accompBnles 
the stutterer* s effoz’ts to speak, make hir higtily dominant. 
This is a mode of accommodation.
A part of the thesis was devoted to speech defects in
general, with methods and devices for Improvement of the
speech of all children and correction of defects already 
developed.
1
Catherine Nuttervllle, Speech Defects as A School 
Problem. (Master * s thesis, 1954), pi 7. ~
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The following po5nts oc ©ids in cor. ectlons should be
usedj
1. Children lerrn to talk b. - tr Iking.
2, Teç'C-hers should see that all ciiildien lipve rn 
opportuTdty to talk*
5. Speech defects are lar̂ fcly e mrttei of re-education 
unless the central nervous sjsteni or e physical 
defect is Involved*
Stuttereres must be given faith in their ability to 
talk fluently* Have tiieni read in concert with the teacher, or 
with some ryticnic device. The lis per must be tmgiit to make 
sounds correctly end adopt it into his own speech habit.
A mirror is vrlusble in teaching sound correctly by imitation* 
A good physical condition was essential to good 
speech. All defects stiould b taken care of* The child 
should have rest, fresh air, and wholesome food*
Speech defective children should take tralnl-*:g in 
declamation and dramatics* They should be trained to per­
fection rrjd speak before an appréciative audience*
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T a r  S T / T u n  o f  t :;e  r U b L i c  i ' c ; : r - L  a i z c i : i r x j / T O i - . r  o f  î-'o n t a k a .
K. A. TOVBY - 13^4. i n  r-fj.
Thla Investie* tion has rs Its mMn o .jcctlve the study 
of the statu» of the KOntrne ?\iLllc Sciiool Adnlnlstrf tors. 
The puipoEe of the Invmstlgrtlon Is to present an 
analysis of the stptua of tlim esSiilrilotrotor*s pccîtîon 
snd to m ’re ccttt arlsona of the findings of this study 
with those of Bi”.llrr ©tuCies. 1
Ever elriÈe t>io first superlnte xlent of echcols wf a 
appointed^ tii© office has hrd a progrepsive evolution# It 
was one of t%e snost BlgTsl float it devoloftnont® In arlcn life#
Ji'iost of the data used In this study were aeoured from 
the edmlnlstrrtors, using the questionnaire nethod. The 
EduCrtloneX PI rectory t-ré the Mont*"na ‘~'-cP:Ool hr* a were i leo 
used.
Salaries, There wks a great difference In self rise 
pcld# Txio lowest, C30L, wxe In a third clr.ss dlxtrlct, while 
tho hi^xhcst, f.F'400, wrc In a first olr a» dletrlci# The nedlsns 
Showed thrt salaries tended to ÎT-cr©rse with t le size of the 
district pouletlon# This ïirtur) i f fx is it sïkiu d be#
The T odlFTi salary for edrrInlstn-tors In the t ird class cla- 
dricta Com,, ©red frvormly wltli the y.odlf n. srlery for Jcriltors 
and higii ec.iool torohers# It was hejLOw the laedlei. i»:U' jpnitore 
In second class dlstîlets#
tr^tors
1
K# /»* Tovey, The rtf tug of tne "ubllo rcUopl Adrlnl s- 
of Vo’̂tpna, (paster*© thesis, 19T4), p#
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The median tenure rose from third to first doss dis­
tricts. It WPS two yesrs below the national median.
The highest enrollment of all schools was the
lowest, 42, the total mnge was 6,.*590*
The median mmber of tnechers was 72 for f 3 rst class,
18.6 for second, 6,8 for third, and 10.6 for county high 
schools•
The median valuation was î'̂ lO,800,000 for first, ‘̂8,217,688 
for county high schools, '^1,0?0,000 for second, and *'462,500 
for third class districts. Highest sirrlcs were raid in 
districts with the highest valuations.
Sevent -one and seven tenths per ccT'.t of administrators 
held secondary life certlflc'tes. Temporary certificates were 
held by 1,^ per cent, Sixty-seven and five tenths per cent of 
administrators pursued the general course in high school; 22,2 
per cent pursued the classlcel.
The largest number of r drinl stra tors received t'̂ elr B,
A*8, at the University; Intemour.tain College was next, and 
then Kontsna Sth e College, Of the 117 reporting, 48 were 
from schools In the state. Thirty-one and three tenths per 
cent had a degree In educ rtlon, 21.7 per cent In science; 22 
per cent In the arts, and the remaining i ere scattered through 
the other schools. Of the twenty-one admlnl etrators with M#
A*s., ten were t ah en at Mont ana University.
There was tearrrworh between the school '.card’s power 
to Initiate, end the admlnlctrctor* s power to approve.
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Gocirl policies of teFciiers weie adopted In nunerous 
cases* Tiiey were not drpFtlc, but more in the nature of 
good advice*
Adminlstirtors were giving insufficient ti e to public 
relrtions. Tne.. gave very little ti e to professional study. 
In third class districts the teaching lord was 4*2F classes 
daily, vhich accounts for the lack of tho above*
One a d seven tent lis per cent of the c i stricts allowed 
a bonus for a tte!>cance at surmaer scliool* In other words, two 
districts msdo this allowance* Fiftee.. per cent paid expenses 
to educational meetings. This did not compare . iththe nction 
as a whole, vhlch wrs forty-seven per cert*
All superintendents did some supervisory work* The 
median nun* er of minutes in first cirso districts was lorty- 
five, and in tnc otaer districts so-i.ewhat less* :.’ore routine 
work should nave been delegrted to subordinates, /dminis- 
trrtors were doing too much of it*
bine districts i-eported no need of edditio* el services 
to help educational leadership of their rcii.lî Istrt tion* 
Additional funds needed were reported most tine s.
Sciiool administrators wore active in eighteen 
community activities* Ability to handle athletes was an 
asset in securing an administrrtive position.
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ADMINISTRATION OF EXTRA-C.ÜRFICÜIAR ACTIVITIES 
IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS.
ERNEST MARSH rEHSCOTT - 1952 9R pn.
The plan of this Investigation was to determine the 
atrtus of extra-curricular activities in Montana hlgli schools, 
and to find out how the prr-cticea in Montana conformed to 
prrctlces in other states* The thesis dealt principally 
with the plan of financing and mfripglng extra-curricular 
activities, add of developing a simple and sound accounting 
system to put student finances on a firm business brsls* 
Prescott says, ”A system of internal accounting must be set 
up that will assure honesty and financial p r o b i t y " I t  
was his belief that a system that was quite simple could be 
developed, and could be employed in any high school, regard­
less of the size, or the amount of the money th^t \ ms handled. 
The plan was to have a "Central Treasurer" who was to be a 
member of the frculty, specially qualified and bonded.. It 
would be his duty to keep the moneys collected fiom all 
activities and disburse tliem on roper authorization. This 
plan was given in detail and showed the necessary forms for 
csrrylng out such a program, and may be found In the original 
thesis.
I
Er est Mnrsh Prescott, Administration of Extra-Curricu­
lar Activities in Montana High School8% (Mpster•s thesis, 1932), 
p. 75.
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The study showed:
1# Herrly ell hig i schools needed better finar clng , 
administration,end control*
2* There were very few books dealing with the subject 
definitely*
S# The predominating tendency wrs to use the cen-
trrllzed system, which Is the one to be recommended* 
4* Improvements should Include 
a. More end better forms*
b* More complete centrrllzatlon of the activity 
finances.
o* More student artlolpatlon In the men; gement 
of the system under faculty supervision* 
d. Bonding of centrrl treasurer» 
e* More care In making and operating the budget 
for activity organization, 
f* More careful accounting by each activity 
organization*
5* An audit sliould be mode at least once a semester*
6* Schools should allow and encourage more student 
participation*
All forms to be used are listed, and anyone wlslilng to 
use them may consult Prescott*s thesis, but unless that is 
the case. It would be rather useless to put them In this 
review*
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THE SUPERVISION Œ  HIGH SCHOOLS IN TiIRD 
CLASS DISTRICTS OF MONTANA.
E. P. SLAGHT - 19%4 90 pp.
It Is the purpose of this study to consider the prob­
lems Involved In the supervision of Instruction In 
small high schools In Montena and to propose mersures 
for their solution. 1
The problems to be considered were objectives and
techniques for a supervisory program, determining character
of programs in use, setting up criteria for an effective
program. Investigating status of the duties of the principals,
and plan for budgeting principal’s time.
The following procedures were used In an attempt to
solve these problems; reviewing literature on the subject,
questionnaire, plan for alternating subjects, determining
what the supervisory program was, end practical suggestions
for pririclpals to use In Improving their programs.
Prom the 124 accredited h l ^  schools In third class
districts, ninety-one reported. The schools were divided
Into three groups according to enrollment.
It was found that sixty-one different subjects were
taught by the principals* These small schools were going to
extremes with their offerings.
 1---------
E. F, Slaght, The Supervision of High Schools in 
Third Class Districts of Morta ne. TMester's thesis, 193?) , 
p. 5.
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It wee found thrt the teeching load did not allow much 
tiîiô for supervision. This could be overcome by limiting 
the numner of subjects offered or by combining courses.
The rctivlties program was e step in the direction of 
the aims of education. A list of criteria had been set up 
which will be found In the original thesis (pa ge 42̂) for an 
appropriate progrm.
It was recommended thrt the small school be organized 
on the six-six plan.
It was found tliat the principal gave too much ti* e to 
directing extra-curricular activities.
The length of time spent in class visitrtlon was too 
short. Teachers» meetings were not held frequently enough, 
and sufficient preparation wrs not made for these meetings.
Eighty-five principals used tests and measurements in 
their schools.
Slaght concluded from the findings thrt a large number 
of principals had not been trained for their vork.
In order to do his work properly, the principal should 
budget his time tind delegate many duties, select versatile 
staffs, reduce curriculum when it is excessive, alternate 
subjects and combine classes, not try to conpote with larger 
acliools, and reduce the burden of extra-curricular activities 
which are generally overdor.e,
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A STUDY 01’ COÎiSOLIl AÏION OF SCIiOOLS Hi THÜ U ITED STATES 
%’ITH SrEClAX EEB’l-KEiXE TO CONSOLIDATION IK KOKYAMA*
GEOKGE’ E. SQUIhE - 1927. 115 pp.
The problem was one of consolld rtlon and its diffi­
culties, PS well as the edvantpges to oe derived from it.
The survey wrs of the United States with particular em­
phasis being placed on the Monter a phase.
The history of consolidations showed that it developed 
very early in our school system end 1 a with us today as a 
very vital factor.
Several outstanding consolidations were given to show 
what can be done with consolidation. The benefits wore in 
the form of improved curricula, end the zest that was added 
to community life.
A conference was held in 1925 at Cleveland, Ohio, and 
twenty thr-̂ e strt© superintendents took part. In addition, 
there were a grert many county s uperln te ; dents a nd school 
adminlstrrtors from all sections present. Most of the time 
was devoted to r definition of the term. There were neerly 
as many definitions as there v/ei e people at the convention.
In a consolidation, many problems were involved. 
Judicial care must be used in locrting, selecting a site, 
and tlie building to be constructed. Financing, method and 
cost of transportation, teachers, housing problems, the
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curriculum, end social responsibilities laust ell be given a 
greet amount of study before actual consolidation is attempted*
A survey was made of consolidation in Mont rn a in 1921.
At thmt time there were eijjbity-slx such schools reported.
It W8S found that the consolldétions in Montana have as 
much wealth to support them as does a typical consolidrtion 
in the United States.
The result of this study showed thnt the movement for 
consolidetion had long pcssed the strgo of theory and was 
rapidly spreading. The educational opportunities were en­
larged by better buildings with janitor service, community 
pride in the plant, community center with appropriate 
activities, incentive for better roads, less waste, better 
attendance, better tcpchers, better supervision, greater 
social life, longer class periods, greater holding power, 
better school officials, less truancy, increased value of real 
estate, equalization of burden, end secondary training made 
possible.
Consolidation was not a panacea for all economic end 
educational ailments. In some cases it nea hurt weak dis­
tricts. It is not always possible because of topography.
The expense is sometimes very great. The 1 rrger the area, 
the more successful the consolidation.
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EDÜCATIOÎ-I IK  THE C IV IL IA K  COÎiSE; VATIOK
C0HP8 cm:IS of MONTANA,
EEKKT A* WESTLKY -  1 9 2 6 ,  143  p p .
Tlie object of this study is to describe. In rn Inoertlsl 
manner, the educe'Ionel rctivlties carried on In the 
Civilian Conservation Corps canips in the strtr of 
Montana, 1
The educational program wes begun in the CCC a year 
after the CCC was organized. The program is to rsslst the 
enrolleo In developing initiative and to raise the educational 
level of the men,
Tho %ar Department had the chief responsibility of 
adiJiinisterlr g the CCC, The Office of Education acts in an 
advisory capacity to the Department in all matters pertain­
ing to education.
The educational program had not crystrlized. It was 
still in a state of growth and change. Should the CCC be­
come a Dormanent organ'zation, it is probable that its ob­
jective will be educational rather than work.
Certain educational features accrue to those who ere 
not connected with the educational program. The development 
of good habits will no doubt leave its mark on many of the 
men. The experiences are all obviously educative.
--------- Ï----------
Henry X. Westley, Educ a tion in the Civilian Conserva- 
tion Corps Camps of Mon te na, ( liV st ê r * s tixesis, 1936), p, 1
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It W8.8 iiard to evaluate tli© eccotRpllshnents because 
they were obscure and Intangible* Many men had profited, 
but perhaps some had not* The educational program had 
awakened many latent inlerests, both vocational and 
avocatlonal*
Perhaps the greatest single achievement of the educa­
tional program and of camp life together Is that it 
has modified the character of many future citizens} 
it has tended to replace pessimism with optimism} 
it has dispelled perverted ideas as to our govern­
ment and social structure; it has restored ambition 
to tiie listless; end it ims given many a man confi­
dence Jn himself and the courage to face the world 
anew*
tlon CotpT B 4 ' s
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ADULT EDUC AT TO}; IÎ1 KOrTA'3 A.
THO; AS K* SUALU Y *- 1924. 128 pr.
This «survey ex' «Æult oduoBtîon In Montenn undcrtflken.
first becftuae the work seeded timely, oeoord to discover
the pieces where, snd tîic nature of tho work d one * Third,
that the Information obtained mlf?ht furnish Insplr^'tlon 
and culdarce to others, lourth, to ettciû jt to find a 
plan for organ) Ration of the work. 1
Adult education u dor various nemos might be traced 
back to antiquity, but the greatest advance has bnen made 
in the past decide.
Sevf'ral different authors* definition of the terra Is
given. For example, Brannon eayst
A deliberate and voluntai’y r ttempt to orcmlze ourselves, 
arid to -etter adapt ourselves to our̂ âurrounc Inps, or 
perhaps to modify our surrounding»*
This tyne of education w*=a thouglit bv m»-ny to be most 
Important for rrce betterment.
At the turn of the nlnetees tîi century, ediuif tlon for 
cnl ldr« n progrès red rrpidly. The clarsor now war for more end 
better adult educrtlon. îînturelly the public ccr.oole were 
looked to for help in this movement.
Thomas B* Sr;.elloy, Adult 1 du cm Mon In Port ana. 
(Master's thesis, 1924), p."TlT~"
2 %bl̂. , p . 2#
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In snlte of the depression, adult education wes mtking 
progress* When normalcy returns, educe tlon In the pu'clic 
schools for all adults will be urged# In 1027 there were 
nearly one million adults enrolled in evening schools# TMs 
wee only a smell per cent of the numher v/ho could profit by 
attendenee at those schools. There were only mhout half the 
boys rnd girls enrolled in hi{^ schools. If the ^ther half 
were to become educrted, they must go to evening or adult 
schools.
Many cities were conducting adult schools# It was 
fourd thrt cities of 30,000 to 100,00 oorductlng evening 
schools enrolled from 1« to 8 per cent of their day school 
attendFnce, end cities over 100,000 vary from 2'; to 12 per 
cent# The difference In variation was due to the desires of 
the inhabitants#
Tlie explosion of the old theory thrt an adult cannot 
acquire new knowledge aided greatly in increasing the demand 
for knowledge#
There was a great d emend for correspondence study# 
Extension work wrs being done in many localities, but the 
derarnd. was not as grert as for correspondence# The Strte 
College was doing extension vrork, fnd the other units of the 
University offered correspondence# In addition, a great many 
correspondence schools did a thriving business#
, The plan of this study was to discover what amount
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and whet agencies contributed to adult educrtlon. The plan 
In Montana was as followsi
1. Smith-Hughe8 Vocptlonel Education wos considered 
educe tlon for adults. In 1332 hlgli schools hrd 607 
enrolled, the School of Mines 101, and railroad 
schools I' D. Co-o .)errtlve w o rk wa? done In 
eight schools helping 335 students.
2. Correspondence Study end Extension Vork reached 
around 50,000 people a year*
2. Parent-Teocher Associations had a membership of 
4825. Tlrxe programs were educational In nature.
4. Federated ¥jomen*s Clubs had a tnembersiilp of 5000. 
Their programs dealt with many fields and subjects.
5. The Masonic Lodge had a membership of over 20,000.
It stressed educational matters.
6. Service Clubs did & great deal of educating on all 
subj ects.
7» LotBrians, Klwanis, and Lions Clubs were all doing 
a certain amount of enllgkitenlng and educating 
t ielr members,
8. Special Adult Study Clnsses vere conducted in nine 
schools.
9. American Legion I'osts educated youtii and foreign 
born. They conducted citizenship sciiools.
10. Post Graduate work was being done in many high schools,
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11# Adult Indlpns were encouraged to attend school.
12* Churches were holding adult clrsses,
IS. Lebor w p s  very active In this field.
There was a demand aniong Montent adults for education. 
Ther'i was'lack In organization and fund s. A more effective 
orgenization will bo possible vhen the’government furnishes 
federal funds and leadership*
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A  STUDY 01' THE TMDENCY TO':All CLKTEALIZATION 
IÎJ EDUCATIONAL ADL'iniSTRATION.
ERNEST P, THELIN -  1917. 156 pp.
This thesis did not dc^l r ith e. Montana problem, 
but with educrtion in the United tntcs. It is not being 
reviewed but it siiould ne ruentioned in passing. It gives 
quite e complete picture of centralization rnd its 
evolution. It wrs also the first thesis to be worked out 
in the department of education at the University of 
Montana.
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Aîf EVALUATION OF THE RADIO AS A CLASSROOM DEVICE,
EOYD F. EALIVîIK - 1936. 136 pp.
Discussing Individually rpdio*s contribution to each 
of the six mental functions vhlch constitute Improvement of 
Individual conduct - the general aim of education - Baldwin 
concluded that radio Is an excellent assistant in the ac­
quisition of knowledge end the development of social com­
petence* He classified It es a good aid In building the 
the Individual’s ability to solve problems and In develop­
ing crertlve activity and aesthetic experience, while In 
the requisition of skills Its utility Is only fair.
In evpluatlng the radio as an educrtlve device,
Baldwin found that, vhlle learning by the suCltory route 
hrd only slight superiority over the visual, the listening 
function was of particular Importance In learning. It 
had been determined that In learning thini communicative 
sltuptlous, an Individual spends 42 per cent of his time In 
listening, as compared to 32 In talking, 11 In writing, and 
15 In reading.
The radio learning situation was not fou d to be super­
ior to the teacher-student situation. The function of the 
radio was to increase Interest by the addition of variety 
and supplementary Information. It wrs quite possible for rad­
io curricula to be fashioned upon the principles of learning
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and it had been demonstrated that a majority of subjects 
could be tmight effectively by radio. Subjects taught by 
radio ranked In the following order as to effectiveness: 
cunent ©vents, geography, nature study, social studies, 
music, health, literature, sciences, nathematlcs, and foreign 
lang-rges.
Baldwin did not feel thrt radio had been satisfactorily 
adapted to the task of clsiremlnstlng culture* He believes, 
hoV.ever, that in order to supply adequate rrdlo curricula 
for classroom use the same sort of 5±illosophic arid psychologic 
planning which we accord to other education will be necesssry.
Radio can be cl^Sf ed as a classroom method and as 
such rcnks third among other methods, fiist rrnk being given 
to projects or individual methods of study, snd second to 
student evaluation of iratcrlels, oral reports, problems, and 
Individual instruction*
Teltlng up the administration of rrclo curricula,
Baldwin concluded tnct in order for rsdlo cur:: Icula to be 
supplied on dependable bases it will bo noceaeary for tho 
control of broadoa sting to be shr red with tnoae who seek to 
propagafee culture. The major ; esponslblllty for radio 
curricula was assumed by netionnl notwoiks, which, being 
organized for profit, ”aro hardly In a tenable position to 
render dependable educational service on e universal scale.**
Ho recomir;ended tiiat federal and state authorities should
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pertlclpate in the direction of rrdlo in order to Insure 
mdequate and educationally sou >d radio curricula for all 
clasp rooms# He also recorriended thrt there should : e In 
each stpte one or more powerful non-profit state-owned 
broadCFSting strtlons available to ell state educational 
egencies*
In order thrt school end radio schedules mtght be 
corielr ted, tho crying need was for broadcast regul<̂  rlty 
and rdvrrce Information#
The prrctlcal sound system for the avcrrge school, 
according to hr Idwin, was a combinnticn of .adio, phono- 
grr h turntable, a?d microphone, with a loudspeaker In 
eech room# For such equipment he estimated the cost for 
a twenty room building as C57 per room, for forty rooms,
and for sixty rooms, :̂ 27# He points out pertlcul# rly 
that the utility of the radio is six times Its cost.
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HEALllî EDüCÀTIOri lîJ MONTAKA CATTiOLIC ECIiOOLS.
SISTEK AIMEE ELY - 1952. 190 pp.
This thesis wes en attempt to discover what the Catholic 
schools of Montrna were doing In heo1th education, and to 
whf’t e: tent ti:e:y were doing the w o rV , A questionnaire was  
sent to all Catholic schools in the state during the year 
1931, and ninety per cent answered.
The first chapter defined health education as being 
all which ktiS a favorable Influence upon the Individual.
The author of this thesis, in the chapter on school 
hygiene, found that the various school plants had fscillties 
for the ne a 1th protection of the child so far as the build­
ings end equipment were concerned. Underweight children 
were ta’cen care of In most of the schools. The playgrounds 
were protective, but a few were too small and this was taVen 
cpre of by Its alternate use. Clean scWol buildings and 
premises were usually the case.
The grade school criildren were given instruction in 
hygiene end safety, end the work was carried on into the 
high school where it was correlated v 1 th several of the high 
school subjects. There was great insistence on personal 
hygiene.
Home nursing and care of the sick received the least 
attention. Health reference and bulletins were used. The
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latter received the most attention. Little was done in re­
gard to lisping and stuttering. Three fifths of the schools 
required satlefrctory progress in health habits for oromo- 
tlon*
Health supervision was neglected. It wap recommended 
by blj thet tiiere should Le in each school at least one 
teecher-nurse, that is, e teacher specially trained in child 
health work, wiiose duty it should be to tske csre of all 
these things.
The schools had directed activities during recess, 
and the gymnasluins were used for up-bullding purposes.
The investigation showed that as a whole the her 1th 
education situation in the Montana Catholic schools was for 
the time being satisfactory. Although tnls work was not 
so well organized, a recsonable amount wes being done.
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STATUS OP THE HEALTH BOOKAM IK MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS.
CHAKLB.S E. HOOD - 1935. 119 pp.
This study has two objectives: first, to determine the 
atrtus of the essential feptures of tne her1th program 
In the hit;,h pciiools of Iûont»-o-s, with particular refer­
ence to Health Service and health Instruction, second, 
to com̂ vare this status, whenever ;.osEible, with the 
procedures generally reconmended by authorities. Par­
ticular comparisons will be made with the data compiled 
by the National Survey of Secondary Fd^ucatlon on the 
Health I rogram. ^
Experts in the field of education agreed that health 
was the most vital field in education, end the hi£,h school 
health program had been neglected more than that of the elem­
entary. This study we.> to determine the status of the 
health program in the high scliools of For tana. The study 
depends principally on the questionnaire, although profess­
ional literature, and official records were refeired to.
One hundred higii schools participated in the survey.
Thei*e was no definite health program in the majority 
of Montana high schools. Only twenty-two per cent re:.;oited 
a definite her1th and physical education program.
The a gencies which contribuied most frequently to 
the health program in Montana- were the local Board of j.du ca­
tion, the Fed Cioss, the County, and the Boards of Health,
1
Charles E. Hood, Status of the Health Program in 
Montana High Schools, (Master's the sis,1935), p. 5.
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either stpte or local* This survey showed thrt hlf-h schools 
were delegrtlng most of the heslt; work to agencies outside 
of the school* The Fed Cross and the rourty contributed 
twice ra much as the Board of Education.
The physical ©ducrtion Instructor, the nurse and the 
classroom teacher were reported doing most of the heolth work 
In high schools*
Many schools violated the state Irws in regard to fire 
drills* The value of fire drills was doubtful, and fire es­
capes were considered hazardous and a menace rather than a 
further means of safety*
Seventy-eight per cent of the schools co-operated with
the parents In the matter of health. The co-operation was
%
merely sending home reports, and there waa very little or no 
follow-up work.
A very small percentage of the schools reporting kept 
records of the child*s health, and the few that did kept in­
adequate records*
There was very little attention paid to teacher health, 
A he F 1th certificate had to be secured before a teaching cer- 
tlflcrte was issued, but this examination in most cpses was 
cursory thrt it was valueless. Schools which try to ascertain 
the health of the teachers during service depended on the 
superintendent to guess at the condition* The estimate was 
usually valueless and might cause harm*
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Forty-five per cent of all the Kontrne high schools grpnt 
sick leave at full pay# The median number of dnya 
allowed Is five# ^
Sixty-six per cent of the high schools provided some
type of physical examination# It was usuplly once a year and
WPS compulsory, ^nd Included eyes, throat, teeth, ears,
weight, rr.d height.
Only fifty-three per cent of the schools required their
athletes to be examined# In many c<̂ ses this i*es done only
once during their stay in school# The grertest offenders
were the smaller high schools# In about fifteen per cent of
the high schools defects that were found were corrected#
This was usually done by clinics or the county, and was
available only to relief clients* The Indiana received more
clinical assistance than the whites#
Moat of the high school principals considered their
health program poor#
The following recommendations were raades
A state director of health.should be provided.
A trained director of health in each school.1e dosirable.
The community should be educated.
There should i e strict enforcement of quarantine law.
. -.
There should be a larger administrative unit#
There should, ^e a minimum program of health.
1Charles E# Hood, Status of th e  Health Program In 
Montana High Schools, (Master*s thesis, 19£5T, p. 10?#
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There should he physical examinations of partici­
pants In intersoholpstlc sports.
Schools should assume the responsibility for herith 
services.
There should be a stale nroDrrm.of special clps'es 
for defectives,
A study of the value of fire drills should i e made.
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STUDY OP THE PKLSEKT STATUS OP Thh COUT/IY 
SüPEFŒMTLNtEHTS IK MONT/HA.
RACHEL FAY KXi«KPATRICK - 19?6, 66 pp.
This study waft to detei^iine the strtus of the county 
superintendent in Montrrta. The office was crested over sixty 
yePT-a ego, tho duties set forth, pnd the aclciticna msce by 
the legislature at various tiaes. It wsl’ not until the pas­
sage of the constitutional amendment in 1923 that any qual­
ifications other than for all county officers were required, 
tow, in addition to the gcn-ral qualiflestions. It is nec­
essary for the aspirant to the office to be the holder of a 
state ceitiflcpte.
The duties of this office might ce divided into educa­
tional duties and non-cducstlonsl or clcrlccl. The clerical 
duties far outnunibered the educai 1 onel, r nc* theffore tne 
work of Improving the scnools was neglected. The executive 
powers v.er-e not many, but were of a type that made the nosi- 
tlon a precarious one, because no matter iiow iair and Judicious 
the decisions were, soccecne was going to be offer.ced end 
enemies made.
The adrnlni ati'Dtive load was far too hervy in all of 
the counties. There was very little assistance provided, and 
in some of the counties, none at all.
Due to the legal i equirementa, all of the superintendents
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were holders of cortiflcptes* All four certlfl,cptes were In 
evidence, some having one kind rnd some Another. The elemen­
tary life WAS the one held by the greatest number.
In scholrstic {.reonrrtlon, twenty-eight had two years, 
eighteen had three years, end nine had four years of rdvanced 
training. The arltlimetlcel mean was £,6F yens. Thirty-three 
had no training other than académie. Seven had training in 
special fields. About half of tV.era had engaged in worh other 
than education.
The county superirtendent war not too well prappred 
in super vision. Only eighteen i oportcd any supervisory ex­
perience previous to their election. The oth< rs v ere gain­
ing theirs in office. Forty-seven had experience in teach­
ing rural schools. This was most Valuable, but because of 
the Sfi all hi ̂_h schools they were aometlîi cs required to 
supervise, some higx school experience vos important.
The tenure of office was only 2,6b terms. Tills made 
for inefficiency end also was a stumbling block because the 
best qualified would not seek the office.
Thei e were eleven men er.d forty-f Ive wornc . superin­
tendents. This was the largest numbei- of men since 1919.
The salary depended upon the claas of the county, the 
first being '2400, the next ('2C0G, rnc tho last group .IfOO, 
Tiiere was no correlr t,ion between the amount of salary j ecelved 
end the training. The average salary was ;1904.16, which
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wes $600 under the a v e m g e  for the United Strtea,
It was recoTnrrended that some soit of edmlnlgtrrtor*a 
ccrtlflcrte be adopted.
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THE COUNTY SU PER IN TEN DEN T A iX  F URAL 5UPERVI8 M .
IDA M. SOUTH WICK - 1920. 114 po.
Th-is thesis was not on a hontfna pro c le m  end is 
not being reviewed. It is merely reported for the informa­
tion of students who us© this thesis as a guide in their 
reeesrch work. It is a problem that might be of interest 
to some.
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TEACHING FiATIMG TO THI* SUBKOra.îAL.
SELMA E, H]':EF - 1 9 1 2 7  pp.
This study w©s rn attempt to work out nn effective 
method for ter chin g reading to defective ch3i.dj>en.
•"e-'-trl defectives hed ! een st idled ur til most states 
now had en Instl tutlon to vhlch they rney ho - dmltfed. î/eny 
states had private Institutions else.
The three types of schools ares first, ore emphasiz­
ing Intellectual work m d  soBie manual trrlnlnr, second, ore 
cnphEslzlng manual training and sortie work in the three r*., 
and third, one plving training in indurtrial  ̂ork only,
Tne opportunity room was not r cure-all, but was bet­
ter th' n keeping the child in regular clrsr es,
Feeblemjndedness is a s^ate of mental deficiency.
The defective cannot perform duties esc member of society.
Sixty-six per cent of feeblemirdedness was due to 
heredity; neuropathic conditions accourtod for thirteen per 
cent; eccldent and divorce caused sixteen per cent, nr-r* the 
rest vus due to unknown cpuses.
The only difference bet^ern normal fnd aubnormrl Is 
one of degree.
Differences in opinion in rerp'rd to "rarnirf ability 
of defectives mi ght be explained by the fret thrt sometk me a 
the h \ ^  grrde moron wcp net i n d u c e d  in every experiment*
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The problem of the retprded child wrs the concern of 
many agencies, end all should hrve co-operrted in solving 
the problem.
S;>eclpl schools end classes for mental defectives 
be maintained. It was unfair to steel time from the normal 
child. The subnormal was happier when in p group where he 
could succeed. Capacity es of the subnorm pi were like the 
norrsl, but less in quantity. They followed the seme path 
of learning but at a slower pace, end learned more rapidly 
by an activity program. Patience and sympathy were necessary.
The second part of this thesis dealt with class room 
work and a testing program conducted at the State Training 
School for mental defectives at Boulder.
The experimental group showed marked improvement.
The group with an I. ' . of P6 showed only two points, while
the group with an I. 0. of 92 showed thirty-one points on
the reading test. This indicated possibilities.
There was no particular method for teaching reading, 
but newer methods seenied more siccessful. Adequate equip­
ment was essential. The child must have a desire to read 
well, end the work irust be made interesting.
Thirty per cent of the children in the Training School 
had some speech defect. The children with this defect were 
nervous and anemic.
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Speech end breathing exercises were given, and posture 
was stressed*
Word-bllndness is a defect in the brain, end often a 
cause of not being able to read.
Mental defectives must be kept busy, rnd the work must 
be presented as play* The reading lesson must be motivated.
A low I* Q* does not always necessitate poor qualitative and 
quantitative achievement in reeding* If the physical defects 
are cured, good food furnished, sleep end good hygienic 
ha bits learned, a subnoamnel child can reed if the lesson 
is made interesting*
There were six case studies listed, end if interested, 
the original thesis should be consulted* There wes also in­
cluded a very comprehensive librery book list for the f3rst 
two grades*
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THE STATUS OF INSTRUCTION IN HIGIi SCHOOL CHEMISTFY IN MONTANA.
GEORGE L. TÜKCOTT - 1930. 146 pp.
The elms end objectives of this thesis were to dis­
cover the stetua of ©ducrtion In high school cherrj atry. The 
questlonnelre was used to secure the data, along with the 
principal’s reports In the office of the strt© department.
All first class district high schools truĝ t̂ chemistry, 
while only 37 per cent of third class district high schools 
did. Considering all the schools, 64 per cent taught chem­
istry. All but three of the county hlgii schools trught 
chemistry.
About 8.5 per cent of rll Montana high school students 
took chemistry. This was rather surprising* A larger per 
cent of students In first class districts took it than In 
any of the other districts. The number of students enrolled 
In chemistry In Montana compared favorably with the country 
as p whole.
Approximately three out of ten juniors and seniors In 
high schoo's teachinr chemistry were enrolled in the subject. 
Little was done by the principals to encourage or d 1 scoursge 
enrollment In chemistry. Students should be taught the im­
portance of the subject and the bearing It has upon the lives 
and activities of the people.
General science should be a prerequisite for chemistry.
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Chemlatry «nd physics were rltemated In most of the 
small schools In Montana# This was the only prpctlcable 
method of procedure.
The nuiTiber of failures In l^ontana was not excessive.
It WPS smell considering thnt no effort was mrde In guidance. 
Montrna students made f better showing then students of 
Missouri end Kebresks*
Teachers determined the achievement of their classes 
as proposed by the com;I t  tee on reorgrnizatlon of science. 
They achieved success In moderate to considerable ©mount for 
their classes ©s a whole.
Eleven per cent indie©ted success to a smell or negli­
gible amount; nineteen per cent indicated marked achievement, 
and one third indicated moderrt© achievement.
Greatest success was had with objectives thrt may be 
termed "the intangibles". Greatest emphasis vas upon the 
cultural pspects of the subject.
Objectives end alms of teechers were Indefinite end 
lacked vrlldity. Te©chers seemed convinced that they were 
doing a good job of teaching chemistry. Much could have been 
done to achieve the social alms of educftion in chemistry.
There was little agreement as to the deslrsble out­
comes of leboratory Instruct'on. There wrs e close correla­
tion between the outcomes of leboratory Instruction In T evade 
and Montana.
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The MontpîîP tee chers of first end second class district 
schools Rtid county high scliools seem to rrnk p little 
better than Texes teachers In the matter of being 
grsdupted from schools of high rating, but the teachers 
of the State of Mont pi p as a whole may be considered 
to ranb sllg^itly below those of Texas* 1
Teachers of chemistry In Montana had better preparation 
In ed;cet3on, chemistry, physics, end mathemetlcs than those 
In Webrneka and Nevada* They were more poorly prepared than 
those represented In the committee on chemical education re­
port# Forty-nine per cent of the teachers had chemistry for 
a major or minor# Teachers In Montana were deficient In 
majors to a greater extent than those of other states* 
Preparation was good In the related subjects*
Two years of science should be required for graduation* 
A greater effort should be made to determine the apti­
tude of students before they were enrolled In chemistry# A 
major or miinor In chemistry should have been required of all 
aho taught the subject*
Provision should be made whereby teachers in service 
end those preparing for teaching could take a course In methods 
The Individualized plan of work should be used exten­
sively, and greater use of visual education was recommended*
The state course of study sliould br r evised* Every school 
should have the Journal of Chemical Education and the six vol­
umes published by the AmeTlean Chemical Society*
Î
George L# Turcott, The Status of Instruction In High 
School Chemistry In Montan*=, TMaster* s thesis, 1930), p* 128.
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A  SUFVjîY of mo: tan/. HIGH SCHOOL STÜIKKTS VÆO /hE î /YlHG
?AET OR ALL OF THEIR EXPENSES HÏ WOFKIKG.
LULU ANN/ GEÎ \Ii-.GER - 19F2. 118 pp.
/ few yerre ago tiie writer vitnessed sxi Incident In one 
of the high schools of the stste which raised a number 
of uerlea resulting ultinjately In tills Investigation,
A student erming all of her own expenses In high school 
B3 a waitress in a local csfe ©poroached her assembly 
teacher and asked respectfully if she might not pass 
out at the head of tlae line of students at noon. She 
explained that she wished to reach her place of work 
ahead of her customers. The granting of the request 
Involved nothing luor© tiian cliangin g her tioat to one 
nearer the door. The teacher* s refusal was curt and 
to tlie point: 'de are not recognising jobs here. If
your outside work Interferes with your scnool work, 
you must choose between tiio two*.
The Investigation was carried on in thirty-nine schools 
In Fiontfne. It included three lirst olfss dlstrlcè scaools, 
six second class olstrlct scliools, twelve thiro class dis­
trict s c j i o oI s , and ten county high schools. There was a 
totpl of 9,499 students, 702 of whom were ©rrnlng all or part 
of tfielr school expenses. The working students formed 7.69 
per cent of the totrx attendance In the s chools rtudled.
The total attendance of 4,441 In scliools of the first 
class district showed 160 boys and 11< girls, a total of 268 
students who were earning pert or all of tineli sci ool expenses. 
In the sclioolr of the secoid class districts, out of a total
1
Lulu Anna Gerrlnger, ^ Sui»vey of Font ana Lig- School 
Students Who Are Paying Part or All of Td^ir Ixnena^s Ty 
Working, %Master*s thesis, 1932), p. 5.
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attenclrnce of 1,059, 46 boys and 39 girls, or s totrl of 86 
students were earning r p.- rt or all of their expenses. In 
schools of third dess districts, out of e totrl of 6Z7 
students In attendance, 36 boys and 3,8 girls, or a total of 
74 students were earning r pert or all oi their ex on sc s#
In the county high schools with 3,652 in totrl attendance, 
ei boys and 127 giils, a totfl of 208 students, CFined ell 
or part of th^lr ex, ensos. Tne woiiclng students represented 
fin average of 7.33 per cent of Ine total attendance.
The su I'Ve y Included 313 boys, 322 gli Is, and 67 whose 
sex was not specified in the data icceivecL. The range ran 
from no o c working in losebud to 152 In Great Palls.
The percentage of uork] n_, st aoents in comparison with 
the total attendance ianged froia 0.00 per cent in Posebud to 
55.55 per cent; in Cohsgcn. The age distritution lay chiefly 
between fifteen to eighteen yei i s foi boys, and f ourte. n to 
©i£^it©en yea, s for girls. The range of totrl attendance ran 
from tv/crty-one s tuuent s in V^ntinda to 1,887 in Great rails.
A total of 17^ students c? iirocl all of their ex:^ense8 
in high scnool. TJrei e wei e 427 students tuat en rued part of 
thei I- expenses.
Tho median number of ho us s of work per weed for boy 8 
WPS twenty-thjee, thrt for girls tweuty-eiglit# lost of th© 
boys got eight to Cjine hours of slo'̂ p, v.I.ile most of the girls 
got from seven to nine# The study ranged f:.ora none to six
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boure a for b o y e n d  th# t oi' the gl rJ e from none to
aeven houra per dey»
'iwority-one boys hcve cerrieo Itssst then th© nomel 
lopdf s3.xty-»îx CfTï'led n-iore* i'"owteen ^Irla carried less 
t..Mi t.-o noi jui i loRd; r i i ' t y ~ f c» .'rîec riore,
Tfccrortlor. Vf ilch I'x om none to six ho Jrs for
the toy Si J tliJ-t of the £.iri© vr?3ec from none to four hours.
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THF. DhVELOfM ' , T OF PUj LIC SECOuF/fY EEUC/TJOK IN 
MOUTAf'A PKIOE TO 1920.
J O H N  S A S H K  - 1928. 247 pp.
Th.e purpOFO o f  to^ st-.urîy wf*n to tr.'-co t\r. c"evelopraent 
of p u b l i c  secoiiclrr/ c E u c e t i o n  ns lb evolvsc' In Hoi t r f r o m  
tiie c3awii o f  ecluoetlo ial effoî fc In the ,:re-t^^--rrl torîel p rlod 
to tiie e lE o f  the t h i r d  d e c e d e .  o r  xip to tho y e a r  1320. This 
p e r i o d  c o n p r î s e d  a b o u t  alx d c c r d e s  of educr tlo^'Cl d e v e l o p m e n t *  
A f t e r  the d e v e l o p m e n t  of educnti o:iel effort s treced In Its 
e^rll'^'st strycE, the s t u d y  pttenot'^d to rnte a l l  p h e e e s  o f  
the co^i o n  s c h o o l  d e v e l o p m e n t  th» t in eny w e y  co t r l b u t e d  to 
the o r i g i n  r^d d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  p u b l i c  secovd T y  education, and 
to f o l l o w  the '^volution of the p m b l l c  h i s c h o  l in its 
l,\porta ' t G rpects f r o m  Its territorial orirln t h r o u g h  three 
d e c i d e s  of s t a t e h o o d .
TÎ10 d - ta Vf ere sccuicd from the Lrv̂ . s cf the Territory 
end Si?'be of !'ort azis, House rid Council Jour isls of Tei rltorlel 
Lcglelriuies, deports of .he Ctfte end QeriItorlrl 1up^rln- 
tsndents^ I eports of t e ’"^O'tsna Str.te Foerc of 1 .cue?.A11 on^ 
meseec"s of Terri toilal rnd ctfte Governors, reports of County 
Sup or In tend en t s , r w s p e ei s c.nd ,_f % lo( 1 cals, ' nd i ,e I'con al
intervi ev s.
yc’ttrna’s educrtlonnl bepilnnlngs iruicdictely preceded 
the e »t??tllEhment of 1,'ort sne Terr-1 tciy In 1S54. They ranged
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from the first venture In the trndlng post of Owen, near 
Stevensvllle, In 1861, to more'ambitious efforts of tuition 
schools held In homtee of privet© citizens.
The corranon schools developed during tiie territorial 
period end at the end of the oerlod there v;ere :-'61 districts 
with S14 buildings with almost a million dollars property 
\yaluatlon, and fg>l teachers serving 27,821 children.
Public high schools hrd their origin In the territor­
ial period evolving from the common elementrry school. The 
first high school was e établi shed Ft Hele*-’p, In 187'̂ , It 
was a three yerr school. The first four yerr conrse v'-ps In­
troduced In 1880, There were twelve communlti es with high
schools when Montana became a si rte.
From 1089 to 1899 there was very little growth rrd the
first decade Is consldei ed In Its nrlnclpal aspects a co- tlnua-
tion of the territorial period.
The flist significant legislation nertainlrg to high 
sciiools war the enactment of the free county hig" echo'll law 
of 1899.
Cou ty high schools showed the greatest devr-lonment 
during the second decade. District high schools were looking 
for new means of support,
luring the third decade, 1909-20, the develonrnert of 
secondrry education reached its oeak of expansion. The ex­
pansion was principally In the number of high schools es-
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tabllshed and the numuer of pupils enrolled. At the close 
of the third decade there wp s every Indication that there 
would he continued progress in public secondary education 
wiUi a possibility of intensified Interest in many 
phases tnat were still in their infancy.
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Grmnd Forks, ko. IfTc*, 
December 27, 1058,
Mr* Hrrry M. Foss,
Missoula, Montrnrt,
My deer Mr. Fossj
As fer as I recrll we have no theses dealing directly with 
Montens educetlonal problems*
Our grpduete studies for the most part hsve dealt with 
problems in North Dakota end northwesiern Mlnnesote,
of course have some problems that would be In common 
with those of Montana,
Sincerely yours,
J, V, Breitwelscr,
University of North Dakota,




Mr. Hrrry M. Eoss,
Missoula, Montrnp,
My dear Sir:
Your letter adcressed to the Chairman of the 
Grmduate Committee, regarding educetI o n theses, has 
been referred to this office.
%e pui)llsh no check list of our graduate theses. 
The librarian of the University of Montana skiould be 
able to shov you the bibliographies issued by the 
United States bux'eau of Education#
Very truly yours,
Gilbert H# Doene, Director, 
Library of the Univerlsty of
Wisconsin.
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New York City, 
December 30, 1938.
Mr. Hf?rry M. Foss,
Missoula, Montene.
Derr Sirs
I have your letter of December 19. It Is not possible 
for us to send you r list of our grrdupte theses. Miile we 
do print a list eech yeer, we do not heve copies of brck 
numbers for distribution at this time.
In the Llbrsz^y of the University of Montrnr, you should 
be able to secure a file of the printed list which we issue 
epch yerr of our Master's Essrys, and in that Library, you 
should also be able to find the lists of Doctoral disserta­
tions published from year to yeer in recent years by the 
Association of Research Libraries and formerly by the Library 
of Congress. There are also various listings of disserta­
tions in the field of education*
I tiiink your best reliance will be the Reference 
Libraiian at the University of Montana. If she does not 










Mr. Hrrry M- Ross,
K I s b o u I p , Montene.
My derr Mr. Ross:
I hpve hed my secretary look up the master’s 
theses dealing with Montp: a, rnd ’It apperrs that we have 
non© brsed specifically on the educetloral problems of 
that strte. There are two field studies by Charles D. Dern 
of Easter Montana Strte Kormal School which derl with 
rerding rerciness of first grade children and the value 
of the Seashore Tests of Musical Talent In predicting 
success or frllure of students entering the normal school 
at Billings.
If you care to read either of these studies, they 
may be sent to your school library through Inter-library 
loan. In case you care to send foi them, you should write 
directly to Dr. Earle Ü. Rugg, College Librarian.
Sincerely yours,
A, F. Zlitif rrr rn.
Chairman of the Graduate Council, 
Colorado State College of Education*




Mr. Harry M. Ross,
Mlssoule, Montana/
Ky (?ear Mr. loss:
I rm sorry tiiat, x do not iiave an up to date list of 
the Maetnr* s theses written at 1 he Unlvoreity of Minnesota 
which I Can send you in response to your re>,;uest of lecenber 
19. However, I shall try to send yon the name of the 
?nr>ster*s theses that have been written her© that relate to 
educational problems In Montan-.
Sincerely yours,
M. G, Neals, Profea ©or 
Educational Administration, 
University of Minnesota.







I iisve your letter of leceirbe 19 In which you re- 
uest a list of our grrduste theses,
Ifte do not hrve eny publlih-ed list of theses avril- 
able for distribution* If you care to pay for the clerical 
services neceasrry to preprre such r list from the drtr In 
our flies, ve shell be g;lrd to have a list prepared# I am 
not sure whrt the totrl cost would be, but by using student 
help at thirty-five cents per hour, I Imagine a rossonably 
complete list could be prepared for rbout five dollars. If 
You cai e lo submit this amount we will put someone on the 
job and return rny unused portion of the money, with a state­
ment of the ti’f© involved, along with the list.
Very truly yours,
Alfred C, el son, Dean,
University of Denver*




Mr. Harry M. Boss,
Missoula, Montsna*
Derr Mr. F.osst
We do not have available an extra listing of our graduate 
theses. However, there seems to have been done, here, 
nothing on rny educational problems of Montana; rnd we 
ere sorry that we Cfnnot be of service to you.
Very truly yours,
M. H. Douvlas, Librarian,
University of Oiegon.




Mr. Hpriy M, Ross,
Missoula, Montrna.
Deer Mr. Ross:
do not heve avaliable pn extra copy of all the theses 
which have been presented by candidates for adv^noed degrees 
at the ünlverslty of Idaho# However, as soon as possinle,
I shrill have someone go through the lists which we have and 
copy the titles of any wlilch mpy derl with school uestlons 
pertrlnlng to Kontrna, This list will then be mailed to 
you. If you do not herr from us within s few days, you mry 
coîiclude there have been no such theses presented at the 
University of Idaho#
Very tmily yours,
C* W . Hungerford, Dean 
of the Grrdurte School




February 24, 19:̂ 9#
Mr# Herry M# Foss,
Mlssoulc, Montana.
Dear Mr. Boss;
In reply to your question relating to theses on 
Montpnn ectucntlonel problems, onr education llbrrrisn 
hns given me record of two theses which we note below* 






The Placement Bureau In the Montana Education 
Association*
Education, A# M* 19S?/S4*
Kranz, George A*,
Montana High School Libraries 
Education* A. M* 1956/57*
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